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In the Blink of an Eye 
Instant Access to 
ow more than ever working productively has 
to equal working quickly. That's why 
Disclosure's Global Access provides fast, easy 
access to the largest, most integrated collection of 
financial source documents ever assembled. In one 
convenient package, tap into more than 5 million 
U S .  and international company filings and reports. 
Plus real-time and historical information. Annual 
reports. Earnings estimates. Research reports. News 
articles. U.K and US.  private company' data. 
Institutional ownership. Insider trading analysis with 
expert commentary. And more. 
Global Access' superior functionality delivers key 
intelligence just the way you need i t  - presentation 
ready to download directly into spreadsheets or 
value-added formats. Features Like full-text 
searching, broadcast and e-mail alerts of new filings 
and news, customizable company lists, and searching 
across databases help you work smarter. 
See for yourself how valuable Global Access can be. 
Trial i t  for free. Visit www.disclosure.com/now or call 
toll free today. For a Limited time, we'll even waive 
the application fee! Call now. 
Cat1 1-800-236-6997 Ext. 2023 or visit www.disctosure.com/now 
The Journals of The Endocrine Society 
Endccsine Reviews The Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism 
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Molecular Endocrinclogy Endocrinology 
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U.S. Member $86 Personal $202 U.S. Member $103 Personal $225 
lnst!turion $326 In-training $119 institution $456 in-training $135 
Eisew+:e Member $1'14 Persona! $265 Elsewhere Member $747 Personal $311 
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C a l l  your subscription agent 
and subscribe today. 
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Internet to create effective training modules. 
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: 
SLA 2000 ELECTION 
The Nominating Committee for SLA's 2000 election needs 
your help in locating twelve worthy candidates, ready and 
willing to lead the association into the twenty-first century! 
We are five committee members, but between us, we cannot 
possibly know every potentially worthy candidate in an asso- 
ciation of this size. That's were YOU come in! 
Please let us know which of your colleagues is ready and 
willing to serve in any one of the following capacities: Presi- 
dent-elect, Treasurer, Chapter Cabinet Chair-elect, Division 
Cabinet Chair-elect, or Director. 
Think about what qualities and experiences make this per- 
son ideal for the position for which you are nominating them. 
What are their views on our profession and how would they 
represent us? What positions has the person filled that indi- 
cate he or she would be suitable for this position? What did 
they accomplish; did they fulfill their obligations with flair, 
with enthusiasm, and on time? Do they have ideas and the 
know-how to implement them? DO NOT HESITATE to nom- 
inate yourself if you believe you match the criteria for success 
in one of these positions. 
Please include with your nominations the nominee's name, 
affiliation, address, and phone number and the position for 
which you are nominating him or her. Please also include any 
of the following information to which you have access: prior 
positions this person has held at the unit or association-level 
length of SLA service answers to any of the questions posed 
above! It will help the committee if you can tell us in what ca- 
pacity you have served alongside this person and as a result 
can personally speak to his or her effectiveness. 
Send your nominations by Monday, December 14,1998, to: 
Elizabeth A. Bibby 
Of Neil1 Library 
Boston College 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167-3810 
Tel: 1-617-552-2854 
Fax: 1-617-552-0599 
E-mail: bibbyabc .edu 
Or e-mail any member of the committee (also by December 
14,1998): 
Jesus Lau, jlau@uacj.rnx 
Judy Macfarlane, judy~macfarlane@canada.notes.pw.com 
Seymour Satin, ssatin@is.arco.com 
Lois Weinstein, mlcny@metgate.metro.org 
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It's the Way You 
Have you heard the phrase- "There is no 'I' in TEAM"? Well there is a big "I" in a popular buzz 
phrase of this Information Age--Intellectual Capital. You as an individual play a major role in promot- 
ing your intellectud capital as a means to improve your professional position as welI as to increase the 
productivity and profitability of your client or employer. 
What does inteEeauaI capita!. really mean? How does it affect you? How do you czpitalize on yours? 
How are we at SLA working to harness ours? 
There are many sources out there with different interpretations of this business expression, but 
across the board, whether it be in terms of R&D for manufacturing, agricultural research, or globalia- 
tion of business, intellectual capital is spotlighting a move into an information economy where infor- 
mation is the key to profitability. From tnis information comes the knowledge upon which strategic de- 
cisions are made and visionary gmls are set. 
The infamous words of Sir Francis Bacon echo through time: Knowledge is Power. 
In this day and zge, the role of the information professional is to research analyze, verify, and cus- 
tom package information on a daily basis for employers and clients. In order to get ahead in your orga- 
nization and to stay in the forefront of your employer's mind, particularly at budget time it is neces- 
sary for you to go through a similar process to capitalize on your persond and professional intellectual 
capital, 
The "Competencies" document, the executive summary of which is found on the SLA web site at: 
http://wcvw.sla.org/professiona1tcomp.ht, serves as a great model to identify and customize the indi- 
vidual skills and proficiencies that you contribute to your organization. 
We at SLA are working to harness olir intellectual capital to increase our success in serving our em- 
ployer-YOU. SLA staff is diverse and individuals on staff possess different competencies or skill sets. 
The trick is making all these skills work together in a chorus of efficiency and productivity. In doing so, 
we are harnessing our intellectud capital and in doing so, we are trying to package it for you in ways 
to assist you in your career. 
For example, SLA works hard developing the professional development opportunities and cutting- 
edge educational programs, netwerkiig programs, and an ongoing public relations campaign to in- 
crease the visibility and promote The integral role special librarians play to your publics. 
You are part of SLA's intellectual capital as well. For instance, t3e many SLA ccmmittees cannot 
function without the resourczs individual volunteers bring to the table. We rely on these different skills 
and experiences to move SLA's strategic plan to advance the leadership role of SLA members in putting 
knowledge to work for the benefit of decision-makers in our knowledge-based society. We all must 
work together to make this ha2pen. 
Bottom line-you possess something special that directly affects y w r  organization's intellectual 
capital. By being aware of your special competencies, experiences and sk:lls, and positively exploiting 
them, you increase your employer's intellectual capital. The efYort to polish the diamond of your experi- 
ence will be rewarded in the appreciation and recognition you deserve. Look within and harness your 
personal and professional intellectual capital-share your findings with your employer and with SLA. 
David R. Bender, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
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Ktassea Retires 
Robert Klassen, director of 
library programs at the Institute 
of Museum and Library Services 
(IMLS), in Washington, DC, re- 
tired after thirty-nine years of li- 
brary service. Early in his career, 
he represented the special library 
community as a program officer 
in the Division of Library Pro- 
grams in the Office of Education. 
In 1982, he served as director of 
education of the LSCA State Pro- 
grams until 1995. Later, he was 
appointed as director to the li- 
brary programs at the Depart- 
ment of Education, responsible 
for managing the transition of 
the federal grants programs 
from the US. Department of Ed- 
ucation to LWS. Klassen has 
been a member of the Special Li- 
braries Association since 1968. 
Active on various SLA commit- 
tees, he also served on the SLA 
Executive Board of Directors in 
1973, and as president of the 
Washington, DC Chapter. He is 
also a member of the Library 
Management Division. 
Phillis Named Chief 04 
Business Library 
Susan Phis was recently 
named chief of Brooklyn Public 
Library's Business Library in 
Brooklyn, W. Prior to her ap- 
pointment, she was assistant 
director of corporate research 6c 
development at American Inter- 
national Group, Inc. An SLA 
member since 1977, she is an 
active in the New York Chapter 
as we11 as the Business 6c Fi- 
nance, Insurance 6t Employee 
Benefits, and Information Tech- 
nology Divisions. 
Capute Promoted 
Anne S. Caputo was ap- 
pointed assistant director of aca- 
demic and information programs 
at Dow Jones Interactive Pub- 
lishing, Princeton, NJ. She will 
be responsible for developing 
Dow Jones Interactive efforts in 
the academic market and sup- 
porting Dow Jones alIia!!ce with 
University Microfilm. Prior to 
joining Dow Jones, Caputo 
served as director of academic 
and professional market devel- 
opment at the Dialog Corpora- 
tion. She is a member of the 
Washington, DC Chapter and the 
Library Management Division. 
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One Resource to Answer All Your Questions 
Coming February 1999 - 
ABCUT THE EDITOR 
JOHN G. WEBSTER, Ph.D., is Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of 
Wisconsin, Madison. His many honors aEd awards include the Association for the Advancement of Medical 
Instrumentation, the AAMI Foundation Laufrnsn-Greatbatch Prize, and the University of Wisconsin 
Chancelior's Award for Excellence in Teaching. Dr. Webster is also the editor of the four-volume 
Encyclcpedh c~f Medical Devices and lnstvurnenfation and has developed 14 other publications. 
The Engineering Edge in Research, Academia, and Industry 
The Encycl~pedi~ of Electrical and Electronics Engineering is a unique, comprehensive refer- 
ence wdrk that defines the entire discipline, bringing together the core knowledge from 
every one of the many fields encompassed by electrical and electronics engineering. The 
EncycioaediLi comprises 22 volumes totaling about 19,000 pages and 1,300 expert articles 
arranged alphabetically by subject. Destined to become the standard reference in the field, 
this outstandkg collection meets the needs of a broad group of engineers, designers, and 
research personnel from government, academic, and private institutions. 
A sampling of the more than 1,300 artides on a remarkably wide variety of topics 
Aerospace and Electronic Systems Antennas and Propagation 
Control Systems Technology * Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control * Fuzzy Systems 
Lightwave Technology * Microelectromechanical Systems Multimedia 
Neural Networks Nuclear Science Oceanic Engineering Optical Ketworks 
Shielded Power Cables Speech Recognition Superconducting Microwave Technology 
Tactile Sensors * Thin Film Circuits Wind Power Plants 
SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER: 
$6,495 until February 28,1999 a $7,995 after February 28,1999 
ISBN: 0-471 -13946-7 1 
Contact your local vendor 
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Japan Special Libraries Association Conference 
The Japan Special Libraries Association 
(JSLA) held its Business Meeting and An- 
nual Conference from June 3-June 5, 1998, 
at the Hall of the Kobe Chamber of Com- 
merce and Industry. The conference theme, 
"Comfortable Spaces Create the Knowledge 
Chain-The New Domain of Special Librari- 
ans," attracted 350 special librarians and 
twenty-four information vendors. 
The city of Kobe, which suffered a dev- 
astating earthquake three years ago, 
showed that it has already recovered from 
that disaster by welcoming JSLA members 
from all over Japan to the meeting. In a spe- 
cial session called "Earthquakes and Net- 
works," Ms. Y. Inaba, Kobe University, and 
Mr. K. Shiba, Kobe City University of For- 
eign Studies, discussed Kobe's experience 
using the Internet during the earthquake 
and its future concerns. 
However, the major interest this year was 
Knowledge Management. Mr. T. Kamimura 
of Nikkei Business Publications, Inc., gave 
the keynote speech titled "Librarians in the 
Era of Knowledge Management." in another 
session, actual examples were introduced. 
Mr. M. Muguruma, Hitachi, explained the re- 
cent drastic changes in the availability of 
patent information and demonstrated how 
he developed an effective in-house database 
service for researchers. 
The technical sessions discussed Intranets 
and Search Engines. Ms. H. Seki and Mr. H. 
Eguchi from the Ministry of Agriculture, For- 
estry, and Fisheries Research Information 
Center and Mr. S. Park of Samsung Japan 
demonstrated their respective web sites and 
shared their experiences in deveioping 
Lntranet-based services. Mr. M. Hashida, To- 
kyo Gas, discussed the differences between 
commercial online services and Internet 
search capabilities in terms of coverage, 
structure, indexing, and output. Mr. M. 
Oikawa, Yahoo Japan, stressed the impor- 
tance of the "category" and illustrated how 
Yahoo manually categorizes the data. He 
also introduced some differences betweer?. 
US. Yahoo and Japan Yahoo, which reflect 
the cultures of each country. On the other 
hand, Mr. H. Asakawa of NTT Multimedia 
demonstrated the Goo system structure and 
dictionary files of the "robot" engine. Yahoo 
and Goo have just begun a joint project, and 
both speakers emphasized that knowing the 
characteristics of each service's policy, sys- 
tem structure, indexing process, and cover- 
age is essential for their effective use. 
The session on library environments 
dealt directly with the main theme of the 
conference and gave many hints on how to 
create comfortable spaces. With a large num- 
ber of pictxres and slides, the speakers 
showed the effects of good lighting and open 
spaces, as well as h w  counters, corners of 
shelves, walls, and the floor itself can infiu- 
ence the feeling of the library. "The main 
point of our remodeling in 1993," stated Ms. 
T. Shinizu of Ishikawajima-Harirna Heavy 
Industries, "was to reduce the number of 
bookshelves in order to expand the open 
space so that users would not feel crowded 
and inhibited." Akernatively, the iibrary of 
the West Japan Construction of Surety oper- 
ates more like a public library, and Mr. N. 
Hirano demonstrated the effective use of 
light colors for fne wall and natural materials 
for desks and chairs. They agreed tnat the I!- 
brary provides a place of retreat where peo- 
ple should be able to feel relaxed and tnhk 
clearly. They also agreed the library should 
be designed from the users' point of view 
rather than the people who manage it. 
Ms. K. Toyoda, J.P. Morgan, coordinated 
Lie Business Reference Session this year. It 
R e  committee can be reached at jsIa@jkoijp For more inJomation on Intemalionai 
News or to contribute to the column, piease contact Maydee gala 
/ma~dee@mission.com) . 
consisted cf fifteen common business refer- 
ence questions that had been selected from 
a previously conducted survey, including 
"unlisted company's financials," "market 
share of new technology," "overseas Indus- 
trial Standards," and "s draft of a govern- 
mental council proposal." Five paneiists and 
the session attendees exchanged their 
knowledge and views on how to approach 
the answers to these difficult requests using 
reference books, online databases, the 
Internet, and their own personal networks. 
No iibrary meeting would be comp1er.e 
without a session on marketing. This year, 
Ms. Y. Amakawa, Osaka Women's Center Li- 
bray, explained how she has been actively 
promoting the library's unique collection 
since its opening three years ago. Mr. H. 
Iwamoto, Osaka International University, ex- 
plained how he developed video iibrary tours 
and how he uses the medium and then gives 
students practice questions and exercises. 
The Exhibition of "Infcrmation Media 
and Services" gave the database vendors 
and iibrary suppliers the opporhmity to 
demonstrate and explain their products and 
services. In addition tc this, many of the 
vendors gave thirtyminute presentations at 
tibe product sessions that were held as 2 
part of the conference. ISLA is based on in- 
stitutiond membership (unlike SLA which 
is based on individual membership) and 
currently bas about 790 members, Close to 
thirty librarians in japan belong tc SLA and 
three of these (Yzko Shizamoto, Kycko 
,. loyoda, and Hiroshi iwamoto) presented at 
jSLA. Any iibrarian who works for one of 
the member organizations may participate 
in jSLA activities, and most find the Annual 
Conference tc be one of the Eore important 
events to attend. More information sbout 
the conference and the exhibition schedule 
can be found or: the JSLA web site (http:ll 
www.jsla.or.lp) l. Z 
For additional reading 
on this topic, go to 
www.mformationoutlook corn 
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100 Years. 
Old Enough to Know Betier. 
Betkr  Records. Betkr Indexing. 
To Serve You BeWr. 
In 1898; a group of scientists and engineers from the IEE and the Physical Society of London 
collaborated :o produce Science Abstmcts. Under the editorial guidance of Mr. James Swinhrne, 
chis very first volume contained 1 2 0  abstracts, inciudng such eminent authors as Ampere, Edson, 
Xarconi, and MaxmeiI. This volume was so well received that, by the end of the year, over 1,400 
abstracts had been published. 
Ncw, one hundred years and five and a half rniliion records iater, the IEE still provides the most 
up-to-date, thoroughly indexed Science Abstracts available anywhere. The nature of the records 
and delivery of the information has changed dramaticaily over the past century. But our 
commitmen: to providing yoiou with that information has remained constant. In our centennial 
T 7e ,a:, we renew our dedication to service you better for the next one hundred years. 
Come see us at he Onfine Worfd Conference, Boofh #429 
The Power cs% Idormation 
Y E  IN5TTJTION OF ELXTRICAL EVCINEZRS 
INSPEC inc, 379 Tkor-al! Street Edison, Xd 38837 
Tei:(732) 321-5575 a Fzx:(732) 321-5702 e-rna~i:inspec@inspecinc.ccm 
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ssional Oevelo 
1999 Winter Education Conference: 
rossing the Bridge to 
Looking to move your information cen- 
ter forward into the twenty-first century 
with the latest in information technology? 
Not sure how to get started? The 1999 Win- 
ter Education Conference will provide you 
with the background and techniques need- 
ed to provide cutting-edge information ser- 
vices within your organization. The event 
features a wide array of full- and half-day 
continuing education courses, hands-on 
workshops, a technology fair, and the Ron 
Coplen Leadership Address and Breakfast. 
The conference will take place January 24- 
26, 1999, in San Francisco, CA. 
If you're arriving on Saturday, January 
23, you won't want to miss the opening of 
the Technology Fair. The fair will highlight 
the newest products and services available 
from today's most prestigious companies in 
the information field. There will be an 
opening reception from 4:00 p.m. - 5:30 
p.m. We look forward to seeing you there! 
On Sunday, January 24, Larry Bowden, 
director of content management, IBM Cor- 
poration, will kick off the conference as the 
keynote speaker at the Ron Coplen Leader- 
ship Address. Enjoy a full breakfast while 
listening to an insightful presentation on 
how content will be managed into the twen- 
ty-first century and the tools and technolo- 
gies that will support this endeavor. As you 
move into the afternoon, be sure to attend 
the brown bag lunch and open discussion 
on Technology and the Roles ofInfonnation 
Prqfessionak. The focus will be on the new 
responsibilities that information profession- 
als are taking on with the recent technolog- 
ical changes. 
Four workshops will take place on Sun- 
day afternoon. Intranet Primer for Informa- 
tion Pfofessionals is a basic course in which 
he 2f st Century 
you will learn the lingo, master the con- 
cepts, and explore management issues so 
you can converse with your technical staff 
and management about your organization's 
Intranet. With the plethora of new technolo- 
gies hitting the market, it is difficult to 
identify those which will have the greatest 
impact on your services. Recreahng Your 
Services with New Technologies will enable 
you to make educated decisions about 
which services you should be providing. If 
you're looking for a basic HTML course, 
Creating Your Own Home Page Using 
HTML will provide you with a solid founda- 
tion. This is a hands-on course. The fourth 
workshop, Copynght Update for Corporate 
Librarians, is an advanced course that dis- 
cusses the recent changes in copyright law 
and practice in the corporate environment. 
Four full-day CE courses will be offered 
on Monday, January 25. Building the Cor- 
porate Intranet Knowle&e Center will ex- 
amine technical issues related to handling 
structured (database) and unstructured 
(full-text) data and accessing CDs and other 
non-clientlserver databases from internal 
web pages. This program is also offered as 
a half-day workshop on Monday. If you are 
looking for the foundations of knowledge 
management, you won't want to miss the 
new course Knowle&e Management: Cases, 
Complexities 61 Competencies. The emphasis 
of the course will be on knowledge man- 
agement technology infrastructure, organi- 
zational positioning, lessons learned, and 
the knowledge and skills required for infor- 
mation professional to play a key role in 
knowledge management. With the recent 
technological changes, the way information 
professionals train their users is also 
changing. Using the Internet to Train Users 
For more i~ormation on Professional Development Outlook or to contribute to the column, 
please contact Directol; Professionai Development Valerie Tqylor (valerie@sIa, org) . 
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and Stag Technipesfor DeveZopzng Tmin- 
ing Modules will show you how to develop 
effective tutorials to train staff or library 
users on acquisitions, the reference inter- 
view, and use of products and services re- 
motely. Copynght in the Electronic Age will 
provide you with an overview of the current 
status of copyright law and its impact on li- 
brary services with an emphasis on prict, 
audiovisual, and electronic information; 
computer programs; databases; electronic 
journals; the Internet; and the World Wide 
Web. There will also be a hands-on ad- 
vanced HTML course offered on Monday. 
Several technology workshops will be 
presented on Tuesday morning, January 
26. There will be a workshop on how to 
lead or participate in corporate-wide 
Intranet projects. While this program will 
concentrate on strategic planning, mznag- 
ing teams, 2nd project management, the 
half-day workshop of Building the Corpo- 
rate Intranet Xnowledge Center will pro- 
vide the technical perspective. Best Busi- 
ness Resources on the Internet will explore 
some of the outstanding resources avaii- 
able to corporate librarians on fne Internet, 
including metasites organized by other 
business researchers. The fourth work- 
shop, Zhe Sewn Keys to Highly Eflech've 
Web Sites, will enable yon to create a web 
site that effectively serves the objectives of 
your enterprise. 
In addition to the CE courses and work- 
shops offered at the conference, the Tech- 
nology and Applications unit of the Man- 
agement Competencies Institute (formerly 
the Middle Management Institute) will be 
presented on Sunday and Monday. To reg- 
ister for fne 1999 Winter Education Con- 
ference, go to the SLA web site http:// 
: www.sla.orgiprofessional/wintered.html or 
contact the Professional Development de- 
partment at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 649 or 
at profdev@sla.org. f$j 
We're 1r.formation Express - and we don't just deliver Thai's our business. And we've bcik a reptation on it by 
dccuments.  We bail6 innovative 2nd customized providing fast, ilccurate, and competitively-priced service 
informatior. delivery systems for rnajor corporzte, that goes Cie extra mile. Fmd out v&a: 5 e  flap is all about. 
academic, and medical libraries. To succeed, we've got to Call us at 650-494-8787 or e-mail us at senkebeqress.com. 
k x w  o w  clients weil and understazd what they want. Come visi: oui web site: www.express.com. 
INFO?MATION EJPRESS" 
-- 
The Cicstomized I~formatlon Solutzon. 
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@ member of the Reed Elsevier plc group 
\nrww.texis-nexis.com 
LMlS and hEYIS are registered trademarks and ihe INFORMATION ARRAY logo :s a tracemark ai Reed E l s a w  3operties lnc., used under I!cerse. O 1998 LEXSNiYIS, a d~vls:o~ f Reed Elsewer lnc. All rtghts resew& 
h e  YEAR 2CW 'ogo Is z tizderna'K of LMIS-NEWS, a dws,on of Reed Eisevlei Inc. 
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Is the World Wide Web luring people away 
from your kfomation center? Are your orga- 
nization's employees "outsourcing" services 
i~ thou t  your knowledge or consent? There 
have always been people who overlooked or 
avoided going tc the library for their informa- 
tion needs. Your, as never before, the web's 
gowing wealth OF resources can increase this 
behavior LI an organization. 
just what is this strong attraction for 
substituting the web for the library? Some 
users' motives have nothing to do with be- 
lief that the web is better than their organi- 
zation's information professionals. Some of 
their reasons ixlude: 
a Su:fing the web is fm;  
0 "Doing it yourself*' is a satisfying ac- 
complishzent; 
* It's too much trouble to go to the library; 
W n g  to EInd something on the web 
can take the place of their less interest- 
ing "real" work. 
Users may be ignorznt of superior infor- 
mation alternatives or believe that "you can 
find everything on the web," so why look 
elsewhere? Some have had bad experiences 
with libraries library staff, feel that 
they can do a better job of research for 
themselves, or just wznt to bypass tradi- 
tional infoma~ion "gatekeepers" to get to 
the "good stuff' that is only on the web. 
Even users wko do come to the library may 
only use ;he web terminals, instead of con- 
sulting the library staff. According to Deb- 
bie Bogenschutz (Cincinnati State Technical 
and Ccmmnity Coilegej: "We have a hard 
'lime co~vincing people physically in the li- 
brary to use [the library's recommended 
electronic resources] instead of automati- 
cally hltthg that search button at the top of 
the screen and taking potluck." 
While there are many information servic- ' topics or in-depth research; more recent 
es on the web that provide excellent infor- publications are often favored over articles 
mation, even the most popular s e ~ c e s  can . from back issues and older reports; free re- 
present problems for inexperienced users: ports from commercial sources may be bi- 
ased or incomplete; users may be asked to 
pay web suppliers for reports that their li- 
m d < ~  bg ign 0 r ~ n  t brary can hrnish at no charge 
Database America 
ghat 6 y ~ ~  6 = a ~ f i ~ d  www.databaseamerica.com/ 
Switchboard www.switchboard.com/ 
ever~6h zs" fig on t-he Hoover's O~line www.hoovers.com/ 
web, " 3s wky looh Potential problems: web "white pages" lo- 
cators are not complete; web "yellow pages" 
elsls*~avhere? may only include compacies that advertise 
-- 
on the site; directories may be too general 
for specialized needs; many product reviews 
QnicL answers b r&xence questions and comparisons are vendor-produced and 
and gem:& ueseaxb not impartial 
Some examplm 
Yahoo! www.yahoo,com/ Lscaze anc xqnire books 
Al-aVista w~waItavista.digitaI.com/ Some examples: 
Webcrawler webc:awler.com/ Amazon.com m . a m ~ z o n . c o m /  
Potential problems: not all web resources Barnes and Koble 
are complete, acmrate, acd up-to-date; the www.barnesandnobIe.com/ 
free versions of standard reference tools on Potential problems: by bypassing library's 
the web may be old or incomplete; some acquisitions procedures and book distribu- 
search sites can't handle complex searches tors, users risk spending more, buying 
wrong editions, or duplicating library's cop- 
iMaxT~t research a d  tecbwiml regorit ies; major online book vendors are general- 
Some examples: ly not good sources for out-of-print-books, 
Gartner Group http://www.gartner.com/ technical books, or foreign publishers; any 
Forrester Research http:// time users circumvent established book ac- 
www.forrester.com/ quisitions, it disrupts purchasing, account- 
Frost & Sullivan kttp:l/www.frost.com/ ing, and cataloging processes 
Potential problems: many authoritative 
resources will not be available on the web; Gse onfine news services 
the web may not sewe well for complicated Some examples: 
CNN www.cnn.com/ 
Reuters www.reuters.com/ 
by Caroly Kotlers. Kotlas is inJomation resources consultantfor fie Universip OfNorth New York Times www.nytimes.com/ 
Cnrolina at Chapel Hiil Academic Technology & Networks Centerjor Instructional Technol- WaU Street journai www.wsj.com/ 
ogv. She mqy be reached at carolyn-kotlas@unc. edu. For more information on On the Net Potential problems: unless service lets users 
or to c~ntributz to the column, please contact Shayn Ladner fsladne~miami.edu). create personal profles, users can experience 
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information overload; content of newspa- h t t p : / /  www. i a t . u n  c . e du lgu  i d e s 1 i rg- XepXicate y m r  users 
pers' online and print versions may differ; 49.html). seaccher; to ccowirzce them 
some services require fees for accessing the t%zt yo31 can provide v a b  
complete articles. Learn from yslrr wers  Debbie West (technical librarian for 
No one can know everything about the BetzDearborn, Inc.; duplicates her users' 
Get copies of articles web, so talk with your "power users" and "quick and dirty" web patent searches us- 
Some examples: use what they've learned to help your ing Dement or CAS to illustrate the limita- 
Uncover Company unweb.carl.org/ other users. Caroline Urquhart Adams tions of the sites they used. She has "no- 
EBSCO Document Services (solo librarian at Maxtor for 75C engi- ticed a return of several of my users to tra- 
http:llwww.ebscodoc.com/ neers) maintains her position as company ditional patent searching after a honey- 
Potential problems: wastes money when web information conduit by finding out moon period using free patent sites on the 
the user's library already has the article or what online sources her power users fa- Internet." 
can get it through interlibrary loan agree- vor. Talking with them also enables her to 
ments; web copies of documents may be alert them to non-web resources that she 5~urss quafity s ~ a  gmntitp 
incomplete-missing photographs or can provide. Users can be impressed by the quantity 
charts; libraries can negotiate prices per of information available on the web until 
document that are lower than what an in- their simple search request retrieves hun- 
dividual user pays. Sh8 w & ~ O W , ~ Q U  Cd;%E dreds or thousands of web pages in no par- 
Unfortunately, these activities can waste ticular order of relevance. After they've ex- 
people's time and the organization's money; fkem SCZve time 4~' perienced this information overload, show 
they can cause management to question the them how you can help them save time by 
value of the library; and they could result in using the best resources. both from the web 
users getting incomplete, out-of-date, and &~thJroz~ the web ~znb and from your Zibrary. just plain wrong information. Users may 
not even be aware of the web's shortcom- JW~R  OW b f b ~ 4 ~ 7 .  ~ o m m  EC?ES'~CCS 
ings until the first time the web fails to de- 
-----....-*--- 
tkar *Eft@ %'& can't provide 
liver what they need and they finally show Free information doesn't necessarily 
up at your door. Before this happens, make 9,% your Bibc;%-y"~ web mean that it's good information. Inform 
the web work for you, rather than in com- pages ar orgdnizatjol1'8 your users of the non-web services and re- 
petition with you. Here's how: Xnfraner ra point io nsaurtef: sources that your organization thinks are 
Cokie Anderson (librarian for Fellers, worth paying for. 
Bablicize your scrvicas Snider, Blankenship, Bailey 6r 'Ilppens) pro- You know your organization and users 
Attracting users to the library has been vides "'reader's guides' in the form of better than outsiders on the web do. Add 
a long-standing concern, hence the number Intranet pages with links to accurate, repu- value to the sheer volume of data on the 
of marketing tools (such as Marketing table sites in various areas of interest." If web by analyzing and "repackaging" Web 
Mams: An SLA Injormation Kit), articles, your organization doesn't have an Intranet, resources for your organization's specific 
and workshops for the information profes- set up a simple collection of links on a net- niche. 
sional. Don't overlook traditional marketing work that employees can access through 
tools (library newsletters, open houses, their web browsers. (For how to get started, The World Wide Web is changing how 
brochures, and bulletin boards), and make see "VERA: A Pragmatic Approach to our users view us and our services. We can 
liberal use of in-house online publicity re- Intranet Creation," mw.iat.unc.edu/publi- sit back and watch our importance to our 
sources. If your organization has a web cationslmonitorlissue6/index.html). organizations dwindle while our users 
site, show what the library has to offer by make do with what others choose to give 
contributing to the site's content. Appeal to your them on the web. Or we can see the web as 
orgi~oiZati~ti'ij "botlc?m Irne" our ally, rather than our competition, by in- 
Educate yoar ~m't: It's not a bargain when engineers, law- corpcrating the best it offers into a ccllec- 
Assume that some people are going to yers, and other professionals spend hours tion of resources and services that best 
do their own searching, so help them do it doing the searching that you are paid to do. xeets our users needs, thus making every- 
correctly and efficiently by offering web And if they are billing this time to projects one a winner. 
searching tips and techniques classes or or cases, it isn't a good deal for the clients I would like to thank all the peopie in 
handouts. At every training opportunity, in- either. You may woo them away from reli- fhe SOLOLIB-L and SLAEDD-L listservs 
struct your users on how to evaluate web ance on the web by figuring out how much who shared their experiences and com- 
resources. (For some articles on web evalu- searches cost in personnel time to show ments with me. Although I was not able to 
ation, see "Evaluating Web Sites for Educa- that money can be saved when they take quote everyone who wrote to me, I drew in- 
tional Uses: Bibliography and Checklist" advantage of your skills and experience. spiration from all your messages. 8 
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You're a corporate librariau. 
Obviously, yotr're in it for the glory. 
You'fe an umung hero. Working behind the scenes t c  make your organization a success. But you deserve a iiitle recog- 
nition, too. How do you get it? By using Northern Light as  your first search option so you can deliver better i~formation 
faster a:?d u r d w  bsdget. We conbine a free, intuitivejy organized web search with a truly affordable, proprietary Special 
Coiiectiori"~? over 5,090 azthoritative journals, trade pl;blicaiions, databases and newswires. Call tis a t  8CO-419-4222 
c r  simpiy jog cr! a t  www.?lsearch.com. Get more search power for iess. Meet deadiines and budgets. Let the iimeligbt shire. 
. . The only thing worse than not enough informat~on :s and h k i n g  process th7.t leads even novice users 
. - 
too niuch. Now you can provide r n e a n i ~ z ~ i ~ ~ l  information qu:ckly co answers, not ; sez of data. Delivered via 
to your organization w-ith the insite product suite. internet or  intranet with tools that niake your X e  
Products tailored to  users' most common,  pressing easy: world-class s q p o r t ,  Eat-fee pricing a:id superior 
business ques t ions  whether  they're in marketing, ease ofuse .  People cour2t on  you For :he knowledge 
sales, planning or  IT. A unique inforn~a:ion mapping to get ahead. Count on M i t e  to help you breathe easier. 
Try out LAC InSite today call 1-800-419-0313 Ext.1755 
fntr a d:ilctia 
Teacaing ascrs and staff how to fird in- 
formation hzs always been a part of librari- 
ans' information service professionals' 
job descriptions. Traditionally, our teaching 
has consisted of &lowing users how to fiid 
information tcds efficiently and cost effec- 
tively, demonstrating specific tools such as 
NSPEC, EDGAR, or Lexis-Nexis, and in- 
structing gcsps  how to use a speci'ic imer- 
ndr tool or ~ztabase. Sane of us have partlic- 
ipated in more formal teaching programs, 
such as ContiLming Educatio~? (CE) and Bib- 
iiographic hstnlction (EI). Except for CE or 
31, most of oil: teaching oppomnifies have 
been prery inform& and sche&ded with lit- 
tle lead-time, As we deliver more and more 
information directly to users' desktops, our 
teaching oppoitunities w31 change. Soon it 
will be rare f o ~  librarians to "catch" a user 
and steer them toward a better tool or ask 
them if they need a quick ktcrial. 
Just as we're changing how we deliver 
ififormation, we aisc nee& to change how 
we deliver training. We should get away 
from classes, appointments, and "catch-as- 
catch-can" oppomnities and move toward 
just-in-time, on-demand, appropriate 
training that can be accessed remotely by 
users at their owo sgeed and at their con- 
venience. The obvious solution is to use 
the same mecnacism we use to provide 
desktap access to also prmide training- 
the Internet. 
Susan 6: Ardis is head, McKinng Engineering Libray at f ie tilziversip cf Texas at Aus- 
oh. She mqy be reached m s, ardis@mail. utexas.edu. 
Internet-based training will allow 3s to 
provide more than "how-to-use" a specific 
tool. We can also provide help and advice 
on tool or database selection and how to in- 
tegrate iocai and remote tools. The solution 
is to develop tutoriais. Tutorials are power- 
ful training toois. They can provide users 
with concise instmctions, advice, and addi- 
tiocally users can returr, as needed for 
more help. 9est of ail, this help is calm, 
non-judgmental, and available hour-after- 
hour, day-ailer-day. Another benefit from a 
well-designed tutorial is greater versatility. 
This advantage comes when more than one 
expert has provided the content. And last 
5ut not least, tutorials can lower training 
costs, espec~afly when there is a iarge vcl- 
nme of learners. Training is a recurring 
task; it needs to be consistent and users are 
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P Automatically convert your existing 
ProCite, Reference ManagerB or 
EndNoteB databases 
P Share databases between Windows 
and Macintosh 
P Link a record to a Web page or a 
PubMed record - instantly 
@ Research Information Systems 
2355 Camino Vida Robie, Carisbad, CA 92009 USA 
800.722.i227 760.438.5526 Fax: 760,438,5266 . E-mail: 
P Create a subject index and bibliography 
in an instant - use any field for subject 
or topic headings 
> Cite references across multiple databases 
within your word processor 
P Store an unlimited number of records with 
39 reference types, each with up to 45 fields 
P Import text files from electronic sources 
with integrated BiblioLink 
sales@nsmc com 
ProCire and Reference Manager are registered iradernarkr of the insrime far Scmnfic hfamation. Ai: o:hcr pmdcct names are mdeinaiks of inen respective campan.er 
oftentimes geographically dispersed or can't 
attend onsite training. 
Once you've decided to offer web-based 
tutorials, there are several caveats to keep in 
mind. First, tutorials mean user self-regula- 
tion AND self-regulation means active goal- 
oriented learning for self-motivated users. 
Secondly, while tutorials can ameliorate or- 
ganizational problems or unsound initial 
tool selection they can't increase learning 
potential, or teach something people don't 
want to learn. However, on the electronic 
highway, tutorials are one of the best ways 
we have to share our extensive knowledge * Can benefits be evaluated or measured? 
and skill finding, extracting, and manipulat- Once you have answered these questions, 
ing electronic information. In fact, tutorials the next step is to determine fundiing. Test 
should be seen as the fusion of our skill funding against the idea4iscard m y  gra- 
with the will or motivation of our users, diose ideas and ideas without funding potec- 
tiai, Then tie down the funding as much as 
Geliiri~ Started possible. ~t 's  probably worth mentioning that 
Now it's time to get started. The first step many o~torials are depmentaily hnded- 
is to collect ideas--many ideas, more than that is funded with current resources. Once 
you can possibly ever expect to use. Use you have funding, the next step is to develop 
your experience; examine tools or tasks you a work plan. A work plan invohes decision- 
know cause problems and put them on your making, for example, who specifically wil 
preliminary list. Once you have collected a provide content, where exactly is the content 
number of ideas, test each to determine located, what is your budget and timeframe, 
which are do-able, useful, cost effective, ap- what image do you want to projea, and who 
propriate, and which add value. Once this is is going to design the tutorial. Remember 
done, select one or two of the best ideas and content is the reason for a tutorial-not the 
answer the following questions: design and definitely not 6ie coding. Good 
Who has the content or experience? design with poorly organized conter,: is not 
Where is the database, fie, etc. located? worth anyone's time. Content collectior, and 
Who are primary customers for your tu- organization can be difficult md tedious. YOU 
torial and why? must constantly keep your users' abilities, LI- 
Who will help you and who are the terests, and time-constraints in mind. Once 
stakeholders? tile antent has been collection, it must be or- 
Do your customers have unique charac- ganized into iogid units or modules before 
teristics and if so, what are they? any specific design work can begin. However, 
How will users benefit? while evaluating your content and crganizing 
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Okay, ncw that we've discussed readabili- 
ty the next step is layout. Layout involves 
many decisions, including arrangement of 
text on the screen and selecting specific 
graphics, color schemes, typefaces or fonts, 
and type size. Other important decisions in- 
volve line spacing and the selection and stan- 
dardization of navigational aids such as 
links, buttons, arrows, input boxes, and scroll 
bars. The first rule of graphic design is to 
build a bastsic laywt and apply it consistently 
to every page. Consistency relates back to rec- 
ognizability; a consistent layout helps users 
detect organization and information. Before 
we leave design make sure your tutorial is 
ADA (Americans with Disability Act) compli- 
ant. While colorblind persons are not ex- 
pressly covered by the ADA standards, a 
good design takes them in to consideration 
too. Use color wisely. It should never be used 
it, it is a good idez to keep two design issues and discriminate. Poor ~Mbility can result as the soIe mean for transmining informa- 
in mind-screen dimension and potential from the use of too many fonts, bad color tion. Example three demonstrates the use of 
navigational &hniques. Bath have zn impact choices, and too mtlch or too little spacing be- color as a design element-information is not 
cn how the content is displayed and on read- tween text lines. Example two demonstrates transmitted by color. 
ability. poor visibility. '!Ale background and text colors The equipment type and browser is an- 
In general the order of operation is: 1) make i~ diificult read the text. Recognizibili- other importat design issue. Take into con- 
collect, analyze, and organize the content, ty is the abity of a display itself to convey sideration and design for the wide variety of 
2 )  decide on ''inage" and nake graphic de- meaning. Each screen, module, and link must equipment speed and size. For example, 
sign decisions, and 3) code content and work together to transfer information about many grap'nic designers wdl have access to 
graphic iiesign. the content and, its organization to the user. AJI larger monitors than most users and as a re- 
three, legibility, visibdity, and recognizability sult they "see" a different screen design. 
]h~@fi P i  occxs contribilte to readability- the ability to trans- Test your screens; make sure that the most 
Bcs&.a fer ixformation efficiently and unambiguously. important information is at the top of each 
For m n y  people the design process, be- 
cause it's so y~isual and involves image, E 1 8 y I T \tfO 
taste, and artistry, is probably the most fun 
part of creating tutorid. While taste and 
artistry are very personal, there are in fact 
three import an^ design concepts which you 
should keep in mind: legibility, visibility, 
and recognizahility, 
I,~'@M@ 
Legibility is the influence of the total for- 
mat on the screen. Legibiity makes it easy for 
users to discrixinate between text, input 
boxes, mvigatcn aids, etc. Design deci- 
sions suc5 a~ crowded screens, too many or 
unnecessary flashing buttons, overwhelming 
backgrounds, and irreievant banners or graph- 
ic elenents also detract from the screen's Iegi- 
bity. See exampie m e  for an illustration of 
poor le@bility h e  to a busy overwhelming 
background. VsXity is C2e ability to detect 
u r ruu r . i n f o rma t i ono~ t I o~k~&~m information ~ u t l o o h  October 1998 19 
Selected URLs for tutorials publicly 
screen. Too much scrolling frustrates and 
discourages many users. It's also important 
to test your tutorial with several different 
browsers even if your institution supports 
only one because some of your users may be 
have a "non-supported" browser at home or 
in the lab. Also be realistic about how long 
users will wait for a "really cool" graphic to 
Ioad. TutoriaI users can have a short atten- 
tion span. And lastly, evaluate and test all 
links to other programs-install a robot so 
that you can get regular reports of "broken 
links." Nothing ages the tutorial you've 
worked on so hard faster than broken links. 
B e  sure to pntjlleixe your genealogy. 
t~i;or;fal-take credit for your a ~tp:!ii?~~~d.i.~~.~texas..:&:~i5si~~G.' 
hard work. m-- GT:3.:;:7$ - 
l ; ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ j . ~ , + ; :  Teaches trademark searcbg in a US 
It's always useful to see example of Patent and Trademark Depository Library 
working tutorials. From examples you can 
see what you like, don't like, and some of Gonelils 
the problems other designers have had to Is it worth tiie effort? Yes! My library 
solve. The following examples demon- has received much pubiicity and our visibil- 
strate a wide range of publicly available ity within the organization has riser. due to 
tutorials. The first, from the University of onr tutorials on Patents and Trademarks. 
Texas System is aimed at faculty. See ex- : You can see oar work at http:ll 
ample four. www.lib.utexas.edn/ENG. % 
ye& 7-0c;. pv -" Ll'.,r 3eac. 
The final step before implementation is 
to test, test, test and edit, edit, edit. Have 
users or staff not directly associated with 
the project read and edit the content. Once 
their suggestions have been evaluated and 
implemented or discarded, have other staff 
or clientele use the tutorial. Note any prob- 
lems that they encounter and correct them. 
LnpEemmt~tfm 
Now you're ready to implement your tuto- 
rial-load it up on the server and see how it 
works. Even after rigorous testing and evalu- 
ation you wiU discover things that need to be 
changed. There will always be corrections 
and modifications; do not despair. Collect 
suggestions and modify, modify, modify. 
You're done-until links change, new tools 
are added, or you get a better idea. 
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Enmagic DBi'Texx Works: 
Cunfiwmlrrg to yaur !nfarmation 
mads -- we& the srker way 
amr:n& 
You are your organ~zation's undisputed infor- 
mation managemeqt expert, Your hformation 
is specific to  your industry snlque to  your 
company - it's extensive, and stored in many 
different forms. We know thar. Inmagic's been 
leading the 6eld for almost 20 years; growing, 
adapting to  meet your changing r.eeds.ihat's 
why we developed 2 state-of-the-art system 
t o  absorb ail of your information with 
unprecede-ted s?eed and ease of use. And 
now, inmagic presents DBrrext Webfublkher 
- a program that lets you iristantly mount 
your DB:TexWs:rks databases. oc-line cata- 
logs, resesrc- reports, and ir,age archives, etc. 
on yokr Intra.iet or the internet. 
.WEB Pubfishing wi th  No 
Programming? 
That's right. N o  CGI programmiqg. N o  PER- 
programmlng. impressed? There's more. 
DB/Tex WebPubi:sher 's based on open stan- 
dards, runs on NT servers, and works with any 
standard t i n P  se-ver - mal<ing DEVText 
Web?ub!isher a preferred choice amovg MiS 
managers as well. It's lever beer, slmpler i o  
pusiish ycur crtlcsl information on the WEB, 
Trust ?he ft l provider of flexible, ready-to- 
use automation solutions for special libraries 
and corporate information centers t o  help 
you move your company to  the new WE3 
environment. Let us show you how easily 
DBFextWorks and DBnext WebP~ibkher let 
you harness tve collective iknowledge within 
your company and maximize its power 
by bringing it t o  every desktop enterprise- 
wide, o r  world-wlde. Visit our website 
(w.inmagic.com) and view live on-line 
bibliographic databases, text and image ciirec- 
tories, research Iknowledgebases avd others 
mouqted with DEiiext WebPubIisher: 
800 West Cummings Park 
Woburn, KA 0 80 1 
(78 ! ) 938-4442 
iAX: (78 i )  938-5393 
Email: saIes@inmagic.com 
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by Brenda Oakley and Elaine Wells 
Like other small academic health sci- 
ence libraries, the Harold Kohn Vision 
Science Library needs to accomplish a lot 
with a little. We found that the same type 
of sofoivare employed by most small busi- 
nesses for financial control could easily 
and successfully be adapted for our use. 
Faced with the tasks of acquisitions, ac- 
count maintenance, and fiscal report gen- 
eration, in addition, of course, to the 
overarching need to serve our patrons 
quickly and efficiently, library staff took a 
hard look at how our myriad tasks were 
being accomplished, as well as the staff 
time and resources that went into each 
process. The result was an idea for the 
consolidation of two important library 
functions, book ordering and financial 
control, that would save the library time, 
money, and people power. 
What made this consolidation possible 
was the simple modification of a popular 
accounting software package. The steps we 
took to customize the program are simple 
and straightforward. Most importantly, they 
can be easily replicated by any library look- 
ing to use one simple generic software 
package to handle multiple tasks. Regard- 
less of whether the library stands alone or 
is the information service arm of a larger 
institution, modifying a resource that al- 
ready exists can make your job easier. 
The Harold Kohn Vision Science Library 
serves the State University of New York Col- 
lege of Optometry students, faculty, and 
staff, as well as the general public. The li- 
brary houses 36,000 volumes and has an 
annual budget of $168,000; $143,800 for 
acquisitions and $24,200 for equipment and 
other expenses. Two professional librarians 
Brenda Oaklq is currently director ofthe Kohn Virian Science Library at the SUNY College 
ofoptometiy. She hola3 an M.L.S.from Queens College and a B.A. in EconomicsSfom Indi- 
ana University. She may be reached at boaklty@sunyopt. edu. 
Elaine Wells is currently rgherence librarian at the Kohn Vision Science iibrap She re- 
ceived an M.L.S.from Ruigers Universify and a B.A. and M.A.jom 1WontcIair State Uni- 
versity. She m q  be reached at ewells@sunyopt.edu. 
a ~ ~ d  three support staff, as wen as a number 
of part-time student workers, handle the 
tasks of acquisitions decisions, book order 
production, generation and monitoring of 
purchase orders, and production of financial 
reports and statistics, 
Since coming on board a year and a half 
ago, the library dkector has handled the pur- 
chasing of library equipment arid supplies 
with a generic. off-the-shelf accounting soft- 
ware package. The process was straightfor- 
ward thanks to the simple interface and ease 
c;f use of the accounting package used. Ac- 
counting software packages such as the one 
selected by our library are popular among 
smali, medium. and iarge institutions for in- 
xrnal accounting. Generic programs such as 
these have grown in size and specificity o17er 
&e years in order to keep pace with the 
changing needs of organizations looking to 
streamline tasks without adversely affecting 
eEciency. Due to their wide user base, in- 
structions, tutorials, and "how-to" informa- 
:ion abound for these programs, both in doc- 
umentation produced by the software's man- 
ufacturers and in general computer litera- 
m e .  Generic accounting packages also have 
For additional reading 
on this topic, go to 
www. informatianoutlook .corn 
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BROADENING THE CPI HORIZON ... ONE BOOK AT A TIME 
By special arrangement, the American Institute of Chemical Engineers can now offer 
the North American market more than 50 EngIish Language titles from DECHEMA 
-one of Europe's most distinguished technical societies. 
Risk-Based Standards for Arsenic, Lead, and Cadmium in Urban Soil 
Realistic approaches for setting limits for metals contamination in sludge-exposed urban soils. 
1994 Prrb K-19 130 pp  ISBN 0-926959-63-0 $15 
Biodeterioration and Biodegradation 
Best methods for  monitoring, controlling, and preventing a problem that costs the process industries 
billions of dollars every year. 
1 i990 Pa's K-58 786pp ISBN 3-537-102227-2 $145 
! 
Note that these books are avaiiable throug5 AIChE to North American customers onry 
All others zus t  purchase the books directly from DECHEMA. 
/ To order any of these titles, or to get a copy of the 1998 AIChE Publications Catalog, 
1 which contains a complete list of all available DECHEMA titles, call 1-800-242-4363', 
1 
~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ? $ ~ ~ ~ & ~ # ~ F + ~ f l $ m ~ R 3 ~ ~ E ~ ~ ' s : $ ~ ~  
/A,&2 *w. :&@. , &&>$Akd$,&>j~~>/. ,. ... .. .r.,..,, 49?Sj&:~2 ,.....,-. 'Y. ,. 
a Essential t o o l s  for today's chemical engineer 
online ins~rucl-ms, help fu~ctiocs, and use: may differ slightly fron ours: the ocly re- 
scppoxr iines that make rhem non-threatcn- quiremen1 is ro make sure thar chc fields 
ing r:en LC the mcsl computer-phobic contam the informarion yoti will need to 
among us. The program's ease of use : i i .  track purchases and generate reports. 
promp~ed us tc thiik creatively as to what li- 
brary tasks it dmigiit be zb.bie to facilitate. The . 
.? 
.. . 
idea of utiiizing the program for book order- 
ing seemed a natural oztgrowth of what it 
had already helped us to accomplish. . .. . .  
..... 
. . 
LZ~E- P e i o r e  fieid designated for "company". Your 42/43 system will prompt you to enter all per- 
duplicate keying far approximately 600 - tinent hformation, such 2s address and 
&$&$$%22&62@3~ orders a year, it made the system prone to : telephone number. You will only need 
Prior to consolidating tasks through . errors. to enter this information once. 
the accounting system, our library main- Reuort generation became a cumber- - 2. Establish a chart of accounts, includ- 
tained four separate spreadsheets in Lo- some process, involving the use of four dii- : ing expense as welI as cash accounts. 
:us. Relying on one last vestige of pre- fere~t  spreadsheets describing individual - Sample cash accoilnts used in our li- 
computer behzvior, we processed all book processes. The data from these spread- - brary are as foilows: 
orders rnanuz.lly, using an electric type- . sheets had to be consolidated in order to the general budget we receive from 
writer tc record our purchases on carbon capture the financial information we needed the college; 
paper. Obviously, this procedure was Ia- for analysis. a gifts account where we maintain 
3or-intensive, resulting in tile re-entering The customizztion process is an easy donations; 
of vendor names and account information - one, relying upon several simple steps. De- - a photocopying account into which 
in muitiple locations each time an order pending upon the specific accounting pack- we place money from the photocopy 
was processed. In addition to requiring - age you have selected, the input process machines; 
m m m . i n f c r m a ~ i o n o ~ ~ i o ~ h . c o m  informalion Outlook (lcto~er 1998 23 
deposit accounts such as our Govern- 
ment Printing Office account that re- 
flects our deposit balance at any giv- 
en time. 
Set up your expense accounts. 
These will correspond to the types of 
reports the library needs to generate. 
For example, since we closely moni- 
tor expenditures for electronic refer- 
ence tools in order to assess their 
value in terms of their use, we need 
to know immediately how much we 
have spent in that category. Estab- 
lishing an account that reflects those 
expenditures has enabled us to in- 
stantaneously generate reports, facii- 
itating our ability to examine the cost 
of our CD-ROM's over selected peri- 
ods of time. Expense accounts can 
include the following: 
serials acquisitions; 
monograph purchases; 
CD-ROM additions; 
miscellaneous library equipment; 
equipment repair and maintenance; 
office supplies; 
online service charges for database 
searches; and 
* telecommunications expenses. 
Based upon this system, we are able to 
run reports on each distinct category, or 
combine different accounts for broader re- 
porting. Total current year expenditures for 
monographs can be obtained, or for all ac- 
quisitions types in general. 
4. Custom design your forms. Although 
this is the most labor-intensive part of 
the process, it will be well worth the 
time, if your library or the larger insti- 
tution it serves requires that all forms 
be standard, as ours does. The generic 
forms that come with standard ac- 
counting software can be modified by 
using skills not unlike those required 
for desktop publishing programs such 
as Pagemaker. 
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YO&d 
Our library shares the accounting pro- 
gram among staff from an NT server. Al- 
though we cannot work on the database 
simultaneously, the entire library staff 
can access the information from their 
desktops at different times. When a fellow 
staff member is already working in the 
database, an error message occurs. This 
works well wifh a small staff, where indi- 
vidual employees can easily communicate, 
renegotiate, and resched-de their tasks 2s 
necessary. Data entry of initial order infor- 
mation is usudy performed by a work 
study student at tile circulation desk when 
there is time between servir~g patrons. A 
clerk then _finds vendor and price informa- 
tion. which is approved by the library direc- 
tor. Thanks to the features of this program, 
the clerk is also able to track the order at 
any time before the materials are received. 
The advantages of using an off-the- 
shelf accounting package to handle your ac- 
quisitions and reporting needs are many: 
Anyone with a basic knowledge of ac- 
counting or bcokkeeping principles can 
successfully carry out the modifications 
necessary. K o  computer programming 
experience is needed. 
Most programs have graphic interfaces 
that are user-friendly and helpkl. For 
example, the propraT we used has 2 
payment screen designed to look like a 
check, and information en~ered into the 
syster: can be printed onto actual 
checks if the user so desires, saving 
time and paper in the process, 
Poplar generic accounting programs 
usually come with high-quality tutori- 
als and on-screen "smart gddes". 
These online "'user tips" are triggered 
when the user's mouse rests on any of 
the progam's options, a feature that 
can be "P~rned oft' if the user doesn't 
need it or Elnds it distracting. 
Because these programs are targeted 
at smalI business, they tend to be af- 
fordable. 
Most generic accounting packages are 
"network ready", even with the pur- 
chase of a single license. This means 
that multiple staff members can use the 
system, although not at the same time. 
This facilitates the division of Ssks 
among staff members, enabling each to 
work individually yet cooperatively or, 
various facets of the book ordering and 
Arm your users with 
Corporate ResearchNet * 
In :ooday's business worid, co~pararions can't afford to be without comprehensive and current business in te i l ipce .  
ZBSCO's Colporate RexearcbNetnr delivers business jcurnals, company data and Web links to the deskrop in one 
comenieni- tool. Covoraa ResearchNet offers: 
tnnspr-&s~n&m Conten.E 
i ,700 F~i i  rex: periodicals 
a 3,520 searchabie sources 
akc&ies on over 150,300 companies 
&&W~W*,G?$ & h j ~ ~ i s 3 ~ ~ 4 k m  Qp%fl.:?'4 
*Local h o i d ~ n ~ s  an6 notes c z > a b ~ l i ~  
Custorn~zabie profiles by departmefit or project 
Menu of u2ge reports 
&.i"~:~e-&abla P r i s i i q  221 CsnvenierrS. Deiivery 
Flar fee for subscription 
*u-,+,;+ A Ll ..LLec access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
Desktop access &rough h e  Inrerner or intrme: 
using a Web browser 
Ftexibls SdPwara 
Boolem or Natural Language searcn cqabillty 
*Chronoiogical or relevaicy rw&g of res& 
based on search v p e  
Search hire;s and expanders 
Links h r n  articies to coicpany profiles 
Arm your users today by calling 1-800-653-2726 or visiting 
www.corporateresearch.com to arrange a FREE trial. 
EBSCO Publishing 
10 Estes Street 
Ipswich, MA 01 938 
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Flags as current a s  Westlaw worn 
KeyCife assigns depth of 
, treairnent h e  same day G 
How can KeyCiie headnote treotrnent 
be so current? The same day the ci:;ng case 
(Richardson) is handed down, KeyCite 
instantly links the headnotes from the 
cited case {hebeck). 
Keycite. T ~ I S  citator warns you of ovemlings 
in tune to save your argument. 
.Tl. if the status of your case histoq treatments assigned by West G r o q  a mmriilon unpublished cases, thousads of 
changes, you'll !know within legd editors. armtations and ,h 4i;r 2d articles, 
hours by using the KeyGte~'~ & .S?. -k Depth of treatment stas tell p 
citatior, research service from how mu other cases discuss your cae. 
West Group. * Integrated Key h'umkn and 
W e n  you KqCite a case via Westlaw: headnotes ~ T Z  full text Iet yoii focus on 
Web, an ove.mled case i eqs  what's i m p o r t ~ ~ t  to you, with instant link 
out at you 'before the judge cax You'll see to citing cases. 
reversals within 2-4 hours of case receipt arrd Phs, any s o m e  discussing your case- 
-SQ@-F@Q-@3I@ 
overm!ings within 24 h u r s .  The flags reflect a2 the cases in the Kational Reporter Systeq or visit ~.wes:gioiip.com/keyci?e/ 
The trademarks shown within are used under llcenre 
O 1998 Wes Group b9752-0/8-98 
1-620-972-0 
Bancrok-Whitney . Clark Boardman Coiioghon 
iowyeis Cooperative ?ubish;ng . Wesdaw" . West Pubiishing 
WEST 
GROUP 
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purchase orders, and requisitions. Be- 
cause d l  of these are geaerated 5y the 
generic accounting system, we do not 
need to purchase expensive business 
forms, another considerable reduction 
in expenses. 
The only weakness in the system iden- 
tified thus far is the inability to determine 
the status of an order by searching by 
book title or ISBN. Unlike the "vendor" 
and "purchase order" fields which are a 
regular part of the accounting software, 
"book title" and "ISBN" are fields we add- 
ed during the mstomization process. Up to 
this point, we have not been able to 
"teach" the system how to search those 
fields. We have overcome this minor draw- 
back, however, by maintaining paper cop- 
ies of book orders in alphabetical order. 
This enables us to match a P.O. number 
with a title in case we want to determine 
the status of a particular book order. 
# n c i ! u ~ i ~ ~  
Like all small libraries, the Harold Kohn 
Vision Science Library faces the challenge 
of handling an increasing number of tasks 
with resources that remait? static. By adapt- 
ing the accounting software we already 
repcrtktg processes. 21 our library, tb.ree 9. We can access information on account used to manage our acquisitions process, 
full-the library st& members and one balances and unpaid invoices; we have accomplished the following: 
work-skdy student access the system to . 10. We can geaerate invoices, book orders, - substantially reduced the time re- 
perform various parts of the book order- quired to i ~ p u t  d a a  
ing and budo,er. tracking procedcres. e!~abled any member of the slap to 
6. Tnese packages are usually cornplian: underxke any poxion of the order- 
with sa7er;l types O F  operating soft- ing process, perfcrrning operations 
ware. not jusr UKIX, Windows, or Mac. f r m  [heir o w  work stations; 
7. Rather than relying oc paper or rolodex- 
es, we m w  maintain all vendor infor- 
mation Lmiuding address, telephone 
number, and account Mscory, in electronic 
format. Lq addition to the required fields 
of information, the accounting packages 
~suaily provide approxhateiy five blank 
fields &it can be tailored to meet the in- 
dividual procedurd needs of your organi- 
zation. We keep a list of e-mail addresses 
for vendors by assigning that infoma- 
iion to one of the extra fleids. 
T h a ~ k s  to the above features: 
8. We cas, ~uickly and easily generate re- 
ports on total expenditures and 
amounts exambered against budget- 
ary allocations and cash resources; 
rnade account information instantly 
avaiiable; 
eliminated manual record-keeping 
aad separate ledgers. 
Customizing a commercial software 
package has far-reaching implications for 
resource-co~scious small libraries. The 
staff of the Kohn Vision Science Library 
will carefully monitor the efficiency of our 
project to learn whether cther tasks can be 
streamlined in a similar manner, blrt at 
this point, we know that by thinking cre- 
atively about a resource already in our 
hands, we have found a way to get more 
information sboat our operations without 
doing more work; a sure sign of a success- 
ful idea. 8 
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Fax: 909-307-3051 
as population characteristics, economic development opportunities, or vegeta- I-muri: infcBssri,conz 
tion types. GIS is more than computer maps; it gives you the pow-er to ].ink I Web: www.esri.ccnz 
I i-&vnattona!: 909-793-2853, databases to maps to create dynamic displays. More importantly, it provides exteizsloiz 1-1235 
tools to query and overlay those databases in ways not possible with tradi- 
tional spreadsheets. ESRI's ArcView" GIs for Libraries package includes 
ArcView GIS software and a wealth of geographic information: eight 
CD-ROMs of map and statistical data. Call ESRI today for more information 
about ArcView GIS for Libraries or other ESRI" GTS solutions. 
by Marie Deuerka'n site <http:lllnveb.loc.org/>. I soon discov- small foik-daxe nonprofit organization, 
ered a special cne-day program called "Ex- Ten years agc, the latter brought: me to the 
he term "special librarian" : perience LC". This promised a "day on the American FolMife Center at the Library of 
took on new dimension for . job" experience in my choice of several . Congress fcr several days' research. At that 
a day in jrrne 1998 which I . functional areas: the main reading room, time, I attended a behind-the-scenes "bus- 
spent at the ~ibrary  of : the area coliectioas, technical services, or man's tour" of LC's Technicai Services area 
Congress (LC) in Washington, DC, in the the Office of the Chief of Staff. The only re- and enjoyed the gorgeous public exhibits 
Office of the Chief of Staff. This article is a . quirernent involved Ming out a web form and bookshop. So I had certain impressions 
narrative of th3t day, and an invitation to stating why &at particular section of the Ii- of and areas of interest about the Library of 
other librarians to participate in future brary was of specid interest. About fifty . Congress already at hand. 
years' programs. applicants would be selected. h4y web essay request was to spend the 
After ir,a~gdra~'Lqg a new corporate (solo) I had "experienced LC" in one way years day in the Office of the Chief of Staff for rea- 
librarian position for tke past year, I felt a ago. Past wc:Ki\ies have included refer- sons that foUow. Since I normally serve on 
strong need tc: re&xge my professional de- encelbusiness information specialist in a , the front h e -  as a business information spe- 
velcpme~t ba~eries. in 1993,I attended both very large acade~ic business 'library; mn- cialist, I desired a top-down view. I won- 
the Specid Lil~raries Association (SLA) con- ning a career services library within a stu- dered about going into administrative librar- 
ference in Indianapolis, X, a d  the kqerican dent affairs department at another large ac- ianship later in my meer. And I was genu- 
Library Association (KLA) conference in ademic institution; and doing OCLC input, inely curious about major initiatives, includ- 
V?asi?j.:$on, DC, and found each to be stimu- technical services processing, and pre-pro- ing the meci~anics of providing books to di- 
lating, e&austig, and rewxding. fessicnal coiIection development in a third saster-stricken areas <htlp:lflniveb.loc.govi 
academic library system. I had sold out-of- loc/lcib/9709/web/ac~~ire.h~, and how 
p @ $3 " ^  . ...>.*.% y< ...... :> ;p 
...*  B ?C;F 6,. c z & z;~ print and semi-antiquarian books; acted as unique items of worthwhile, but tiny, histor- 
7, :< r 5 :.: F,'" +.'" 
&.<& &A, &.$& B#&j administrativelresearch assistant to manag- ' ical societies could somehow become part of 
I used bofn conference web sites exten- ing director of a private firm; created sever- the Xationd DigiGd Libraries project <http:l/ 
sively to prepare fcr the trips. Since ALA a1 ca';alogs of private libraries for estate- Icweb.Ioc.gov/bicentenniaI/>. Through par- 
wcuid be held ia Wssl~ington, DC, there planning bequests and tax purposes; and : ticipation in this program, ! received answers 
was a link 3 the Library of Congress web - researached foik-dance and -music for a - to some of Ry kterests and concerns. 
In May, I received a phone call from 
Charles Stanhope, assistant to the Chief of 
Man'e Deuerlein is Inj5omatzbn Spe~bZisUZibranan at fie Tower Grcup, afinancial s,wices Staff in the Office of the Librarian of Con- 
1.3: researchJm in ~Vewto~, MA. She may be reached at mdeuerlein@hotmuiZ.com, gress, inviting me to participate in the 
Standing: Joyce Ratcliff, Thomas Quigley, Chades Stnhope, Gloria WilIiams, Sasha Madacki. 
Marie Deuedein. Seated: Lucy Suddreth. Virginia Sorkin, ?em Cnderdue, Karen Wood. 
"Experience LC" program. He would meet 
all of the participants for the day (about 
sixty total, fourteen for that day) for a brief 
orientation fdm and then we would go tc 
our respective areas. There would be some 
international librarians among us. I seemed 
to be the only corporate librarian participat- 
ing, at least for that day. 
Agsn&a # o ~  the  E3~y 
The first activity after climbing The 
(Capitol) Hill was to view the orientation 
film shown in the Jefferson Building-a 
short explanation of the mission of the Li- 
brary of Congress and its services and ope:- 
ations over the years. 
NOW to meet our fellow participants. 
Professionally and geographically, we 
came from different areas. Two branch 
public librarians from Alabama and Van- 
couver, B.C., Canada; one corporate librari- 
an from Massachusetts; one cataloger from 
a university in Alabama, and one archivist 
from the Federal Archive of BosnialHerze- 
govina. 'Itvo males, three females; two Af- 
rican-Americans, three Caucasians; two 
planned to write articles on their experi- 
ences; a11 held the M.L.S. or equivalent de- 
gree; one was about to finish a doctorate 
in archives. Our years of work experience 
ranged from less than two to more than 
fifteen. Most of us were appalled at the DC 
heat (97 degrees F.) and humidity (heat 
index 102), wondering what would be in 
store for us, slightly awed and silently 
thrilled to be at LC that day. 
A quick walk from the Jefferson Build- 
ing brought us to the sixth floor or the 
Madison Building, where Charles Stanhope 
introduced us to Special Assistants Vkginia 
Sorkin, Lucy Suddreth, Fern Underdue, and 
Karen Wood. Our group immediately 
plunged into a maelstrom of daily activities, 
We were expected to participate as fully 
as possible in the various sessions, and 
what interesting sessions they proved to 
be: Everything-from conflict resolution to 
strategic planning to viewing some rarities 
in the Geography and Map Division to de- 
bating the future of the information profes- 
sional to facilitative leadership training to 
meeting a high-up official in the LC eche- 
lon-was offered to us. We were; after all, 
to experience a typical day on the job. No 
events which required special protocol were 
scheduled for that day, but the wife of a Eu- 
ropean prime minister had visited the previ- 
ous week. 
warmth and considerable personal 
charm of each special assistant was imme- 
diately apparent. They  ere as curious 
about us as we were about them, as one 
person stated later in the day. Our presence 
was not a "chore" to be endured. Fresh 
points of view from colleagues in different 
functional areas were welcomed. As we five 
realized this, we settled right in to enjoy 
and contribute whatever we could to the 
day's activities. 
The first meeting proved to be a heated 
and somewhat acrimonious discussion 
about emergency procurement measures. 
The situation involved printed invitations 
for a reception for a major Hollywood actor. 
We were given handouts of "Ground Kules" 
that stated emphatically: 1) stick to agenda; 
2) listen tc each other; 3j find common 
ground; 4) honor time limits of agenda; 5) 
all ideas are welcome. II1 feelings were aired 
and hopefully resolved. In a highly visible 
setting in which several offices mum coop- 
erate to produce an event, there is no room 
to nurse grievances. These "Ground Rules" 
were brought up several times in the course 
of the day, both playfuiiy and in earnest. 
With barely a pause, we swept into a 
presentation of the LC Strategic Plan for 
1997-2004, presented by Planning, Man- 
agement, and Evaluation Directorate 
(PMED). Several other staff members 
joined us for this meeting. At this meeting, 
we learned of the Eight Values of the Li- 
brary of Congress http:!!icweb.loc.gov/loc/ 
lcib/9708/web!pianl .htmi and cf PPBEES 
(Planning Programming Budgeting Execut- 
ing Evaluating System). This system iden- 
tifies the core processes, activities. costs, 
and avoidance of "mission creep" (defined 
as taking on additional responsibilities 
which may not meet the core mission) in 
LC services to the Congressional Research 
Service and federal government, [Since I 
had been in the throes of writing my An- 
nual Report, the last topic seemed perti- 
nent indeed.] 
The agenda overview for this vresenta- 
tion included a short grid of : 
It also included a "desired outcome" so 
we could each judge if the meeting had 
served its purpose. 
BY now it was time for lunch: and we 
walked past the impressive digitized "ele- 
phant folio" prints from Audubon's Birds 
ofAmerica and took the elevator up to the 
staff cafeteria. Each person paid for his/ 
her own meal, and we took our trays back 
to the conference room for a working 
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Congratulations and welcome to the new millenium! Here, you must 
learn to do more in less time, with even fewer resources. 
I SoluSource can help. 
So!uSource is an innovative online sourcing and specifying tool designed 
specifically for you by other engineers. With their intimate understanding 
of the work you do, SoluSource offers features no other product can: 
the ability to  search in your own words rather than being constrained 
to a fixed, rigid hierarchy, and a unique functionality index that allows you 
to search by what a product does. SoluSource: For Engineers By Engineers. 
For You. 
To f ind ou t  how SoluSource can help yea do mere: piease v ~ s r t  http://www.soii lsou;c2.com 
or  e-mail us a t  info@solusource.corn, call tol i-free a t  ( 8 8 8 )  344-9056 o r  (212)  633-3491. 
Our postai address 1s: SoluSo;lrce, Attn: Director of Marketing, Frve Penn Plaza, N ~ N  York, NY 10001. 
I 0 0 0  1 
PNAS has simplified institutional access to the online journal in 1999. All 
libraries subscribing to print wdl be entitled to activate an online 
subscription to the journal at no additional chmge. 
1. In 1999, PKAS online (full text and graphics) will be included with all paid 
institutional print subscriptions. PNAS wdl publish more than 16,000 pages of 
high impact science. 
2. Institutional subscription rates for 1999 are: $800 (GS.), $995 outside the U.S. 
(includes expedited air delivery). 
3. Your library users will have online access to: 
m ex*$*%>$ The 199'9 volume (26 issues)-full text, graphics, and supplementary &3g& t$+k&+ ;$:z p 
*#F $y P y  
material on the W e k w i t h  access available the same day the print issue %%c--- 
:%%k.&$$ 
mails (approximately 2-3 weeks before it is available in CS .  libraries); 
~;$?s&p3& 
participating journals; 
Free access to PubMed; 
Natural language searching. 
4. If you subscribe to PNAS Online, authorized users (employees, faculty 
staff, students, library patrons) at one geographic location (e.g., a 
university campus), are entitled to: 
Browse and search the journal 
* Print copies of the output of any search for internal use, and 
Download those search results or specific articles. 
Ordering Information 
Order through your subscription agent or directly from the Kational 
Academy of Sciences. Once your serial vendor or PNA4S has received 
payment, you will receive a letter with instructions for obtaining access 
to the Web edition; the letter will direct you to an online form. To 
activate your online subscription, you will need: 
Institution's IP address(es) 
Contact name, title, phone, fax, and email 
-4ccess Code number (included with the letter?. 
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Since 1985, the OCLC TechPro service has helped hundreds of libraries eliminate their cataloging 
backlogs and keep pace wi th  ongoing cataloging, giving patrons prompt  access to materials. 
TechPro offers: 
Customized cataloging and physical processing to 
match your exact specifications 
Cataloging of materials in all bibliographic formats 
and in many languages 
* Quality cataloging at prices that can reduce your overall 
cataloging costs 
If you need help getting recently published English language books, 
serials and videos cataloged, but do not need complex editing or exten- 
sive local information added to records, ask about the TechPro Basic 
Price Option. This option offers a set price per title cataloged assurming 
your project is stl-aightforward and meets certain criteria. It's one more 
way to stretch your cataloging dollars even further. 
Looking for a partner t o  keep y o m  cataloging up-to-date? Contact the OCLC TechPro service today. 
lunch while enthusiastically speculating , reproduced without harm to the pages. 
about our professional lives and how they In the Map Room Special Collections 
would change in the faxre. One person . area, we viewed some wonderful atlases 
disliked eiectronic catalogs, even though and globes made from leather, horn, wood, 
admilting Ckir usefulness: which led to a - metal, and paper, created from the 1300s to 
lively arsment  about efficiencies and recent times. 
changing woik norms. This led to an explanation of the collec- 
I tior, of panoramic maps of cities in the 
'g$ $ g7 j dk :; >p :; *? .+ . . , 
,. ,*.> . $..$:.xk .$.. & .&.$&$$3yq E 8  United States (http:!/memory.loc.gov/am- 
T3e first afternoon session was a spe- rnemlpmhtmlipznhome.htm1) and how 
cia1 deligirt tc me: a trip to the Geography : they were digitized to become part of the 
and Map Collection. TMio life-size papier- American Memory section of the LC Web. 
m2chC figures stood near the door, cos- . Due to the digitization process, details may 
Pmed in Cle styles of circa 1775 and become apparent when "drilling down" 
1810-their go~ms ,  hats, cloaks, parasols, . which could only be seen by magnifying 
curled hair, and fea9xes created entirely . dass  on the original document. Oh, by the 
from topolcgiczi maps. way, if you happen to have a such a map 
%is section cf the librav receives many of the state of Mississippi, the Library of 
visitors who ~Jisi? to trace their ancestors, . Congress wants to hear from you! That is 
and the huge celiection of paper "fire insur- the one U.S. state for which they do not 
ance" maps is ir: active use. These bound yet have such a map. 
sets of maps, .that de%iI where wooden, 
Wck, concrex, and stone dwellings stood A& @&X?%$R$ ,.. f,  $$$8 S$$h% 
and how msny bmiIies they housed, help to h highlight for d l  of us was a round- 
ideatify ethnic and arckiitectural changes in a . table visit with the Deputy Librarian of 
neighborhcod. A special plate on the photo- Congress, Brigadier !General Donald Scott 
cow matchines d h w s  oversized maps to be - (Ret.). meeting was far more than a 
"grip and g in"  courtesy photo opportunity. 
We met ir, his office, which cverlooks the 
gold-leafed roof then under repair on the 
Jefferson Building, We exchanged biograph- 
ical information (his mzy be read at <go- 
pher://marvel.loc.gov: 70/00/empIoyee/ad- 
min/special.announcementsIsa96- 17>) and 
gave our impressions of t3e day. We then 
discussed several broad-based initiatives 
emanating from his offke, to wit: 
The LC currently has 4,500 employees. 
A major initiative currently underway arose 
from the fact that almosr forty-five percent 
of all LC employees will be eligible for re- 
tirement in the next few years. ["Eligible" 
does not necessarily imply "intention".] 
The initiative involves a "knowledge trans- 
fer" process so that specialists do not retire 
without a successor who understands their 
fieId of expertise, whether it is a language, 
technology, subjecr area, or procedural. 
Througkxut the day the logistics of m- 
ning such a large institution, of necessity 
open to both staff and U S .  and internation- 
al visitors, impressed themselves on us. 
Another initiative, and a major concern, is 
security for computer equipment and for 
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(left to right) Sasha Madacki of the Federal Archive of BosniakIerzegovina, Sarajevo, 3osnia; 
Gloria Williams of the Mobile Public Library, Mobile, Alabama; General Donad Scott, Deputy 
Librarian of Congress; Joyce Iiadcliff of the University of Southern Nabama, Mobile, Alabama; 
Thomas Quigiey of the Vancouver Public Library, Vancouvez EX.: Canada; Marie Deueriein of 
The Tower Group, Newton, Massachusetts 
employees. All sections of LC do not use the 
same equipment or platforms, and "ver- 
sionitis" of software programs can be a 
problem. Theft of computer equipment has 
been curtailed through rigorous security 
procedures. I had brought a notebook per- 
sonal computer with me, thinking I might 
need it for note-taking, and had to docu- 
ment its serial number at the front door in 
order to leave the building with it. Security 
for people and for books or computers is 
similar to that at airports now, including a 
hand-check of bookbags at the exit point. 
A final topic at the roundtable involved 
the initiatives for facilitative leadership 
which had been introduced by General Scott 
only a short time ago. Approximately one- 
third of the staff had now received this 
training kom some sixty staff trainers. We 
had seen some of the training put into prac- 
tice a t  the first meeting. 
Several of us had brought cameras, and 
General Scott graciously posed with our 
group for our amateur photograph session 
(see photo, above). 
We reconvened with the special assis- 
tants for a follow-up to the strategic plan- 
ninglcore processes meeting. This time 
was spent in redefining and rewriting cer- 
tain PMED performance measures, and re- 
quired concentration. Throughout the day 
the camaraderie of the special assistants 
was apparent, but in this meeting the 
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smooth hand-off and running style of the 
team reaIly showed. Each person had been 
in hislher position for at least eight years, 
and with gooc humor and persistence they 
reworked the dry document to derive the 
precise meaning wanted. 
As the workday came to a close, our 
group of five were offered copies of LC's 
new Bicentennial 2000 poster, literature 
about the centers and programs at LC, and, 
copies of staff newspapers. Our courteous 
and indefatigible hosts walked back with us 
to our final destination, the Jefferson Buiid- 
ing, where we savored more of the LC Trea- 
sures exhibit and lingered in the bookstore. 
On the way back, we passed The Center 
for the Book ~http://lcweb.loc.gov/loc/lcib~ 
970407/web/center.htmb on the fifth floor of 
the Madison Building, which I visited the 
next day. Their 1997-2000 campaign 10 en- 
courage reading, "Building a Nation of Read- 
ers," which promotes readig through vari- 
ous public library programs, is of importance 
in this digital age. I obtained printed materi- 
als, plus a few trinkets emblazoned with the 
"Books give us wings" book-into-winged- 
bird motif' to send to a dozen friends, parents, 
and librarians. Several other departments and 
exhibit areas were all-too-briefly visited. 
TBe Gazette, of June 26, 1998, ! learned 
how much time and energy u7ere given by 
the volunteer and paid staff within the i i -  
b ray  of Congress to welcome the 23,000- 
plus librarians to the ALA conference. 
They deserve accolades, and I thank each 
and every one of them, from the dozens of 
people who patiently fielded touristy ques- 
tions and handed out literature at the ven- 
dor hall and in the LC buildings, to our 
special hosts in the upper strata of the 
government hierarchy. 
Thousands of us attended the All- 
Conference Reception in the Main Read- 
ing Room on the last Saturday in June, 
where huge platters of crackers, cheeses, 
and mawberries and other fruits dipped 
into melted chocolate disappeared as the 
Seautiful hot sunset faded into hazy blue 
twilight. 
As we strolled through the exhibits area, 
I met several of the "Experience LC" pro- 
gram attendees and nosts again, including 
the Chief of Staff herself, Jo Ann Jenkins. In 
the main reading room, I chatted with the 
reference staff, admiring their stylish straw 
hats, good humor, and resiliency as people 
choked the narrow aisles of the huge 
domed room. Examining the beautifully re- 
stored frescoes and marbles in the Great 
Hall, I watched bemusedly as the lobbies 
znd readig room filled to overflowing with 
jubilant librarians. 
When the crowds became overwhelm- 
ing, I left the reception. There was a band 
playing soft jazz on the terrace above the 
fountain. Fireflies blinked over the lawn. 
Thankfully, I remembered the vibrant but 
calm atmosphere of the sixth floor of the 
Madison Building and all i had learned 
and experienced there the day before. I 
had met some interesting people, learned 
a few more new acronyms, fed the dor- 
mant curiosity of my own mind, and 
found more tools and techniques to bring 
back home. I felt rekindled with enjoy- 
ment of my profession, and pleased that I 
had accepted the proffered invitation, as X 
hope other special librarians will do at 
some future date. 
Thomas QuigIey's artiGIe " f i e  Two 
Sides of Big: An In pepid Canuck libran'- 
an Experiences RIA" appeared in the 
Sept. 1998 Feliciter, the journal of the Ca- 
nadian library Association. %% 
Open the world of life science to uour researchers. 
Open the world of life science to 
all yolour searchers with the com- 
pact disc version of Biological 
Abstracts - the publication 
that has served the life science 
community for over 70 years. 
Now, your searchers can benefit 
from the convenience of CD- 
ROM as &ey use the world's 
most comprehensive Iife science 
database. BIOSIS monitors nearly 
6,000 jocnds, representing 
virt;;aZy every bio1ogcal and 
biomedical discipline. 
Available on your choice of Ovid 
or SilverPlatteP search software, 
Biological Abstracts on CD 
offers user-fi-iendly search fea- 
tures, and allows for free-text, 
field-limited, and multiple 
database searches. 
Biological -4hstracts on CD 
now contains changes to its 
indexing designed to make 
searching easier aid the retrieval 
of records inore accurate. In 
1998, BIOSIS will also introduce 
netti information to the file, 
includmg CAS Registry 
Numbersa from the Chemical 
Abstracts Service and 
Medline's MeSH (Medical 
Subject Headings) 
disease terminology from the 
National Library of Medicine. 
These common terms have been 
added to facilitzite cross-file 
searches. 
1-800-523-4806 
(USA and Canada) 
215-587-4847 
(Worldwide) 
2T - w  +.%- b b  -- I * % ?  a - 8 5  * % * -  &a=& 
il i;i Yes! Contact me about the 
8 free 30-day trial program. '8 
O Please send me a brochure 
V and price card. 
5 Address 8 
0; 
City Star- 4 
p 
P o d  Code $ 
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Get SciFinder. An essential element 
for effective scientific research. 
Just ask your scientists. They'll tel l  powerful research tool that links you 
you what scientists all over the world to the GAS databases, the most com- 
have already discovered - that  prehensive, up-to-date information 
SciFinder is the desktop availabie. It makes searching simple, 
research tool of choice! And brings scientific discovery as 
SciFinder is an close as your desktop computer. 
ndere easy-to-USE. G E ~  the message Get SciFinder. 
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Last yea:, SLA worked hard to negotiate 
with the United States Bureau of Labor Sta- 
tistics (PAS) to make changes in the pro- 
posed Standard Occupational Classification 
(SOCJ definition of "Iibrarians." Many 
members and staff worked together to com- 
municate the need for a rzore modern defi- 
nition in today's economy. After nearly one 
year of review 2y the US. Offlce of Man- 
agement and Budget (OR,B), the new defi- 
nition has been released. 
OMB is now seeking public comment on 
the Standard Occupational Classification 
Revisior: Policy Committee's final recom- 
mendations for revising the 1980 SOC occu- 
pstional units and aggregate groups pre- 
sented in the Federal &gister on August 5 ,  
1998. The new occupational classification 
system will cover d l  jobs in the national 
economy, induding occ~pations in the pub- 
lic, private, and military sectors, 
fi federal agencies flat collect occupa- 
tionai data will use the new system. Simi- 
larly, dl state and local government agen- 
cies will be encmraged strongly to use this 
national system to promote a common lan- 
guage for categxizing occupations in the 
world of work. T5e new SOC system will be 
used by the BLS Ocmpational Employment 
Statistics program for gatilering occupation- 
al information. it will dso replace the Bu- 
re31 of the Census' 1990 occupational clas- 
sification system and wZ be used for the 
2000 Census. In addition, the new SOC will 
sewe as the framework for information be- 
ing gathered through the Department of La- 
bor's Occ~pationai Inforsation Network, 
which is in tke process of replacing the Dic- 
tionary of Occapational Titles. 
The following is the definition proposed 
by SLA lase year: 
"Provides 'Limdy, workkg information to 
a specialized clientele to fxther the objectives 
of libraries, educational institutions, muse- 
ums, non-profit organizations, government 
agencies, corporations, news organizations, 
law firms, and health care providers. Pos- 
sesses expert knowledge of information re- 
sources, and anticipates the needs of the or- 
ganization or client. Critically evaluates and 
filters information to design tailored infor- 
mation products that can meet the strategic 
goals of the organization or client. Func- 
tions also include acquisition, cataloguing, 
ciaculation, collections maintenance, and 
reference services; compiling, analyzing, 
writing, editing, computer programming, 
and systems design." 
The new definition for librarians, as 
drafted by BLS: 
"Administer libraries and perform related 
library services, Work in a variety of set- 
tings, including public libraries, schools, col- 
leges and universities, museums, corpora- 
tions, government agencies, law funs, non- 
profit organizations, and health care provid- 
ers, %sks may include selecting, acquiring, 
cataloguing, class~@mg, circulating, and 
maintaining library materials; and furnish- 
ing reference, biSIicgraphical, and readers' 
advisory services. May perform in-depth, 
FOP. more infoonation on Government Relations Outlook or to contribute to the column, 
please contact Directcr, Government Relahbns John C ~ G S ~ I  Uohn-c@rsla.org). 
strategic research, and synthesize, analyze, 
edit, and filter information. May set up or 
work with databases and information sys- 
tems to catalogue and access information." 
To ensure consideration, all comments 
must be in writing and zeceived on or be- 
fore October 9, 1998. 
Correspondence about the adoption and 
implementation of the SOC as shown ir, this 
Federal Regiser notice should be sent to: 
Katherine K. Wallman 
Chief Statistician 
Office of Management and Budget 
10201 Wew Executive Office Building 
Washington, DC 20503 
Phone: 1-202-395-3093 
FAX: 1-202-395-7245. 
Inquiries about the definition of particular 
occupations or requests for elecuonic copies 
of the SOC stmcture should be made ta 
Laurie Salmon 
Standard Occzpational Classification 
Revision Policy Committee 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Room 4840 
Washington, DC 20212 
Phone number: 1-202-606-651 1 
FAX: 1-202-606-6645. 
The Federal Register notice is available 
on the Internet from the BLS via the 
Internet. To obtain this document, go to 
http://stats,bls.gov/soc/soc~home.htm. 
This web page contains previous noiices 
and related documents. To obtain this doc- 
ument via e-mail, send a message to 
socrevision@bls.gov. 
Comments may be sent via e-mail to OMB 
at soc@omb.eop.gov. Dc not indude any capi- 
tal letters in the address. Comments received 
at this address 5y the date specified above 
will be included as part of the official record. 
If you have questions or would like 
more information, please contact SLA 
headquarters, Look for SLA's comments to 
be published soon on the association's 
web site. 8 
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Web Developments: Virtual Communities 
ummerce and Standards 
Getting a handle on web developments 
in such a short article reminds me of Sisy- 
phus surfing. However, there are a few ar- 
eas that stand out in the Web's Evolution: 
electronic commerce (e-commerce) and 
standards issues. The connecting thread is 
virtual communities. E-commerce develops 
as a result of the promise of revenue that 
can be targeted simultaneously to individu- 
als and common interest groups. Standards 
emerge because the public demands a uni- 
fied structure from which to communicate. 
Combining content, tools, and a cornmu- 
nity devoted to a specific user group is the 
current trend of web sites (or hubs) today. 
(Robb, 1998). Specifically, o d n e  vimraI 
communities share knowledge through vari- 
ous forms of user interaction. Recommenda- 
tions may be directories that are human pro- 
duced (Yahoo! is a good example). However, 
recommender systems use collaborative fil- 
tering to produce information on the web. 
Information is solicited from a series of evd- 
uations, entered explicitly, or anonymously 
tagged to a person's identity. The GroupLens 
Project (http://www.cs.umn.edu/Research/ 
GroupLens/grouplens.htrnl) produces an ar- 
ticle recommendation system for electronic 
forums (Usenet news). The Firefly Network 
(http://www.f~efly.net) provides free col- 
laborative filtering services to online com- 
munities of people with similar tastes ir, 
music, video, books. etc. Firefly also mar- 
kets relationship management software 
and personalization software (Alexander, 
1998). Network personalization develops a 
user profile which is valuable to the web 
marketing community. 
Web marketing impacts all the major 
search engines. Shopping channels or Web techniques now being incorporated 
centers are popular on such sites as Info- into sites reflect the standards recommen- 
seek, Yahoo, Excite, and Hotbot. For ex- dations of the W3 Consortium (http:ll 
ample, centers like the Yahoo! Store ww.w3.org). These recommendations 
(http:llstore.yahoo.com/ad.html) and In- support the sophistication of web donr- 
foseek's "Automotive Channel" (http:I/ ments and the inclusion of dynamic web 
www.infoseek.com/Topic/BuyYaacar) are pages. Sew protocols and formats are 
widely used. HTML4, extensible Markup Language 
A 1997 NPD survey showed that once (XML), Synchronized Multimedia Integra- 
users selected a search engine, they would tion Language (SMIL), and Cascading Style 
be loyal to the search engine, even if their Sheets (CSS). 
search is unsuccessful (NPD Group, 1997). HTML4 extends composite HTML docu- 
This behavior might change with the rise of ments by incorporating elements that de- 
smart browsers. Netscape Communicator scribe dynamic behavior, content, style and 
4.5 provides a search feature, a site discov- layout. HTMI.4 documents can change after 
ery tool, and a filtering mechanism (http:iI being downloaded into a browser. HT.ML4 
home.netscape.com/communicator/naviga- encompasses various technologies, includ- 
tor/smart.htm!) . ing scripting, new tags (amibutes) and 
Concern for privacy issues evolve in Cascading Style Sheets (Web Design Group, 
tandem with electronic commerce. The 1998). Only the latest versions of internet 
Online Privacy Alliance (http:1! Explorer (IE) work with HTML4 (Cluts, 
www.privacyalliance.org) develops guide- 1998). Unfortunately, Netscape prefers the 
lines for protecting consumer information use of its layer technology over HTML4 
on the web. In May 1998, the World Wide (Phillips, 1998). 
Web Consortium's (W3 Consortium) Plat- XML emerges as a new markup lan- 
form for Privacy Preferences (P3P guage for the web, allowing developers to 
Project-http://www.w3,org/P3P/) work- dynamically describe the information stored 
ing draft was published. The goal of P3P in a web page. In a simplified version of 
is to enable web sites to express their pri- SGML (as is HTML), you structure your 
vacy practices and enable users to exer- o~7n data. You create tags defined to meet 
cise preferences over those practices. P3P the exact needs of your site. Xi iL tags 
products will also allow users to tailor make the site content easier to organize 
their relationship to specific sites. In order and search. 
to increase user trust and confidence in Synchronized Multimedia Integration 
the web as a communication or commer- Language (SMIL), recommended by the W3 
cia1 medium, any data exchange or collec- Consortium {http:/lwww.w=l.org/AudioVid- 
tion must be coupled with a notice as to eo/), introduces a tool set for building 
how the data will be used. P3P can in- streaming multimedia presentations. SMIL 
crease user confidence in the web. standard defines an XML-based language 
that controls and combines the text, audio, 
video, and images (Bouthillier. 1998). 
by Toni Emerson. Emerson is director of inJonnation services, Human Integ7uce Technol- Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) (http:/1 
o@ Laboratoy, Universig qf Wmhingcn. She rncy be reached at ~ww.w3.orglStyle/)aredesktoppublishing 
temerson@hitl. washingtorz.edu. For more i@ormation on Research Brigs or to contrbute specifications for the web. CSS designers 
to the column, pleme contact Direct06 Research Ruth Arnold, Ph.D. (mth@skz.org}. Cmfmueo an pdge 4 i 
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SilverPlafterls proven knowiedge solution cuts thro~gh the maze 
of informatien ar?d helps every librarian, knowiedge mancger 
and researcher ~avigate straight to he knowledge they need with: 
More content. With over 250 full text and bib!iographic 
databases, SilverPlatter is pleased to offer web links to full content. 
, j~~L+x3<?.: ..,.,,
. '-, ,.; . .. 
.$$ :,: ; ; ' Y . : ,  P' 
. ... c,i ,.,.. 6 :.,.@: Silvertinker, our innovative new technology, lets 
,.?%.'*%~&& ?+ 
researchers navigate seamlessly from bibliographic 
records to the full text of the article - right at ihe desktop! 
Powerful OExknology. Our flexible Eiectronic Reference Library 
neiw~rking &tion gives multiple users simultaneous database access 
from any locction, acrcss any network, on a variety 31 platforms. 
O ; 998 SilverT.idter Informdion 
1 00 River Rldoe Drive, No:)~ood, MA 02062 
Choice of access. Choose a combination of Internet, 
Intranet, IAN, WAN, or standalone desktop access - 
priced to fit your access ieve!. internet subscriptions are 
available at no extra charge. 
SilverPlatterrs experienced staff will help you design a 
customized, scalable solution for your library. Wer!/ be 
right here to guide you through the next generation of 
information technoiogy. 
Discover the cutting edge SilverPlatteter Soistion. Call now 
for a FREE 30-Dav Trial of anv SiherPlatter database. 
...,i.. '.'....,.,.,......< q ,.,. ............................ .:.:. :.~.:.!.!.!.! ,... C ...... CC;.:>?.f1. 
Cafatoging the iniernef. 
furmation anagement Service 
Fcr each of the past five years, the asso- 
ciation has pz~ic:pated in the Association 
InformaSion Xanagement Service, Inc., 
more cornon$ referred to as AIMS. The 
service is desigsed to assist the board and 
staff in assessi:~g SLA's financial condition. 
The AIMS report Indudes an analysis of the 
associatiofs financid and operational per- 
formance as compared to the performance 
of otber s i n k  associations. AIMS provides 
trend data and Snancial and operational ra- 
tios, mzkes meaningful peer comparisons, 
and identifies areas of strength and weak- 
ness, The iocm of this nanagement tool is 
tc offer objective, comprehensive informa- 
tion fop fiscal planning, thus fmtering 
sound decisim-making. This data analysis 
adds confidence and credibility to the man- 
agemenr of our zssociation. 
Some of the key findings from the latest 
analysis repca include: 
SLA had a strong financial year with 
good rarios of financial health, althougll a 
lower percentage profit was realized. 
Accomts receivable are being collected 
m r e  promptly in response to SLA's pre-pay- 
ment policy. SLA earns a higher percentage 
3f revenue from activities that customarily 
result in accounts receivabie than is typical 
of comparable associations. It is, therefore, 
critical that SLA continue its efforts in keep- 
ing receivables low. §LA should continue to 
encourage its members and customers to 
pay promptly or to pay in azvance. 
SLA's annud conference remains its 
largest source of net revenue (a percentage 
much larger than comparable associations). 
It was noted t h a ~  SLA must be cautious in 
relying too heavily on non-dues income 
sources such as the conference activity. The 
1996 through 1998 reports show that the 
profit margin on the annual conference con- 
tinues to decline and is a likely indication 
of future performance. Again, it was noted 
that SLA should not rely too heavily on one 
activity to fund the major activities of the 
association. 
For the second year in a row, the aver- 
age compensation and number of full-time 
employees (FTEs) per member decreased at 
SLA. SLA needs to more closely align staff 
salaries and the nurr:ber of FTEs per mem- 
ber to market benckmarks to provide for 
greater productivi,ty. 
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can control how their Comments are dis- 
played and printed out. The cascading fea- 
ture of CSS eaables authors to attach a 
preferred style sheet. while the reader may 
hzve a perso~ai style sheet to adjust to hu- 
man handicaps or comguter limitations. 
Rules for resolving the differences between 
the developer's and user's style sheets are 
defined by twc CSS specifications: CSSl 
and CSSZ. GSS supports 3ve style proper- 
'Lies, however, there are discrepancies be- 
tween tbe Netscaps and Internet Explorer 4 
brcwsers (Martin and Davis, 1997). 
The Web Standards Project (http:I/ 
mv.we~standards.org/) has been esrab- 
fished with the god to stop the fragznenta- 
tion of the Web :i.e., Netscape/IE differences 
after HTML 3.2). A group of web develop- 
ers, tool developers, and end-users are ap- 
plying pressure to Netscape and Microsoft. 
Both companies continue to push non- 
standard technologies without waiting for 
approval from the WJ Consortium. 
Refe~nees; 
Alexander, S. (1998). "Web Marketing Gets 
Personal: Personalization Took and the Web Paves 
the Way for One-a-One Marketing. ing7oworid. 
h~:llw~w..infoworld.m~dc~-hin/disp1ayS~~.p?/ 
features/98011Zweb11:arketing.hIm. 
Boufhiilier, L. (1995). "Syfichronized Multime- 
dia on the 'Web." Web Pchniques, 3(9), 53-57. 
Cluts, N. (17 Jdy 1998). "HTML 4.0: What's 
Changed for Pages in Internet Explorer." SBhr 
Magazine. hnp://www.mic:osoft.com/sitebuilder/ 
Wile  travel indusiry costs continue to 
increase an average of eight percent annu- 
ally, the percentage of expenditures for SLA 
staff travel remain significantly below the 
levels of other associations. This indicates a 
cost-conscious travel policy, 
SLA maintains a lower than normal 
fixed assets ratio and has very low long- 
term debt. This indicates that SLA's deci- 
sion to own its headquarters space was fi- 
nancially advantageous and that the space 
continues to be operated in m economical 
manner, 
Overall, the report indicates that the as- 
sociation is currently financially sound, but 
revenue sources need to be examined con- 
tinually. The association maqagement and 
leadership will continue fulfilling its fidu- 
ciary responsibilities in examining and re- 
viewing the issues brought forth in the 
AIMS report, (8 
by Richard Wallace, SLA Demurer. For 
more information on iiionq Matters or to 
contn3ute to the column, please contact 
Wallace (rewallace@aestaley. corn). 
magazinelhtir24.asp. 
Martin, T. and Davis, G. (1997). CSS Style 
Properties. Prgject Cool Ceveloper Zone. http:// 
www.projectccoi.comldeve1oper/reference/ 
css-style.htr2. 
Robb, J. (25 July 1998). Three D e s  of Hubs: 
The Next 'Big Thing'. Gomemire. http:/ 
www.gomezwire.com/Gcrr;.ezWirelAnalysis/ 
l04htrni. 
NPD Group (1997). Satisfied CGstomea Could 
Mean Stiff Coqetition For New Search Engines. 
htt :l m.npd.con;Jcorp/presslc~cnline4.htrn. 
Phillips, 2 (1998). HTNL Redux, Redux, 
Redux. hIozilla.org. http:llm~.moz~z.orgi51ue- 
skyflayout/l99805/him14-and-css.htirli. 
Web Design Croup (1998). HTML 4.0 Ref- 
erence. ht$:Ilwuw.htmIhelp.com/reference/ 
htrnl401. (8 
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Challenge to Distance Learning--Part I 
1Ma?y educators, continuing education 
providers, and stadents herald distance edu- 
caticn as the wave of the future and as the 
solution to a v3rieQ of problems for teachers 
and learners. Distance education will enable 
students to take courses at a distance using 
a variety of technologies such as passive 
video, aadio and video conferencing, and 
satellite transrsission of live class sessions. 
Courses offered over the Internet wii permit 
studects to werii at thy& cwn pace wherever 
they have m internet connection. Education- 
al instiC~tionr innova~ve teachers will 
continue to develop courses for distance 
learners that Bke advantages of the newest 
techno,ogies aqd that use a variety of copy- 
righted teaching materids. 
Copyright Iaw may prove to be a major 
smmbling block to distance learning. This 
column ic the next issue of Infomation 
Outhok vKii Qscuss the copyright problems 
related to distance learnicg and will evalu- 
ale proposed sokitions. 
The 1976 Copyrigkt Act differentiates 
between face-fo-face teaching and teaching 
a1 a distazce. One of the best exe~ptions in 
the Ac: is the so-called. "c1assroom exemp- 
tion" found in Section 110(1). It permits 
ceachers in nonprofit ed~cationai institu- 
tions to perform or display any work in the 
course of instnc'lion offered face-to-face, if 
icstruction takes place in a classroom 
(broad:y dehed) ,  and, if the work is an 
audiov:suai work, t i e  copy must have been 
lawf-dy made. Thus, teachers and students 
may sing copyighted songs, act out plays, 
or see films in the course of instruction 
x~thout seeki~g permission from the copy- 
right owner. A teacher may even show a 
rented videotape in the classroom as long 
as the purposeof the performance is in- 
struction as opposed to ectertainment. 
This is in sharp contrast to the Act's only 
mention of distance education. Because the 
Ad predates modern distance education, 
Section 110(2) refers to "instructional 
broadcasting" for such courses. The statute 
details a number of restrictions: (1) the only 
The Best s~lutt'onfor 
education is 60 amend the 
Copyright A cf to make it  
clear that distance learning 
is the modem equivalent oJ 
face- to-f@ce instmetion, 
-.A- 
works that may be performed are nondra- 
matic literary or musical works, (2) recep- 
tion must be in a classroom or other place 
normally devoted to instruction, (3) the per- 
formance must be directly related and of ma- 
terial assistance to the teaching content, and 
(4) the performance must be part of the sys- 
tematic instruction cf a nonprofit education- 
al institution or government body. 
Distance educators have great difficulty 
in understanding why the Act permits use 
of a videotape in face-to-face teaching, but 
not in the very same coarse that is offered 
via distance learnic-g. In order to use the 
videotape for a distance education course, 
the teacher or school would have to seek 
permission from the copyright holder for 
each time it is used. It seems particularly 
unfak to schoals that purchase a copy of a 
videotape to show to students cannot use 
the tape in distance learning even for non- 
profit educational purposes without seeking 
permission and paying royalties if the copy- 
:ight owner so requests. In fact, some uni- 
versities that offer courses face-to-face and 
by Laura lal: Gcpsawq, Lo@ Gasaway is chair ofthe Copyright Committee. For more in- 
fgnnatlo?: gn Co~ynght Corner or to contribute to the column, please contact Gasaway at 
(laurapsdw~y@unc. ~ d u }  . 
simultaneously televise the class sessions 
to students registered to take the course 
through distance learning have taken the 
extraordinzry step in Lie televised course of 
blacking cut videotapes shown to students 
face-to-face. 
Another serious difficulty for distance 
educators is the restriction on where recep- 
tion can occur. By being limited to a 
"classroom or other place normally devot- 
ed to instruction,'' reception in the home is 
not permitted except fcr disabled individu- 
als whose disability prevents attendance at 
a regular classroom. Educators believe that 
ultimately distance learning will be re- 
ceived in the home. Should that occur, 
then the course will not satisfy the restric- 
tions in the statute. 
During the deliberations at the Confer- 
ence on Fajr Use, it was clear that the major 
concern of copyright owners related to us- 
ing their materials is downstream copying 
of their audiovisual works. Owners were 
adamant tkat students who see the trans- 
mission not be able to make a copy of the 
videotape. This will prove even more prob- 
lematic wken courses are delivered to the 
home where downstream copying will be 
much harder to prevent. 
The best solution for education is to 
amend Lie Copyright Act to make it clear 
that distance learning is the modern equiv- 
alent of face-to-face instruction. Naturally, 
there would be some restrictions on the ed- 
ucational institution. For example, the 
course wodd have to be restricted to en- 
rolled students only. Further, institutions 
likely would have to adopt methods to dis- 
courage downstream copying. 
Even these narrow exemptions are not 
available to distance education providers 
outside of nonprofit educational institutions 
and government bodies. Further, there are 
issues other than performance and display 
that relate to distance learning and copy- 
right. In the next issue, problems relating to 
Internet delivery will be highlighted. g 
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For more information, visit our 
web site at www.sla.org/wnf-meet/ 
events.html or call SLA headquar- 
ters at 1-202-234-4700. 
Harnessing lntranet Potential 
Fall Videoconference 
October 8, 1998 
Any location in the US., Canada, 
and Europe 
Multimedia Distance Learning 
Courses 
September 28-November 1, 1998 
Any location in the world 
Content Management: 
Putting Knowledge to Work 
State-of-the-Art Institute 
November 5-6, 1998 
Washington, DC 
SLA Winter Meeting 
January 21-23,1999 
San Francisco, CA 
October ASIS Annual Meeting Information Online 
http:/lwww.asis.org/Conferences/ (% fh Disc 94 
Association of Records index.html#amgd htcp:l/www.csu.edu.au/special/o~~- 
Managers and Administrators ASIS !me99 
http:l/www.arma.org/hq/home.html October 25-29, 1998 ALIA 
ARMA Pittsburgh, PA 
October 4-7. 1998 
Houston, TX 
sociation for Library 
Midwest Regional Law 
Library lnternet Librarian 98 
wentzj@vms.csd.mu edu http:!linfotoday.com/ii98/iI98 h m  
Law Librarians Assocation of wI Information Today 
October 8-10, 1998 November 1-5. 1998 
Milwaukee, WI Monterey, CA 
Online World OnLine Audio Wtusar 
http:/!www.onlineinc.comioIworld/ Catalogers 
index.html http:l/152.20.25.1/ruW 
Online, Inc. 
October 12-14, 1998 
Washington, DC November 4-7,1998 
- 
THE TOP 100 U.8. NEWSPAPERS (BY c l ~ ~ l l l ~ ~ l n o  
The Wa:! Street Journa?' 
USA Today 
The New YdK Times 
Lcs Angeles Times 
The Waabingtor. Past 
New \'mi D d p  News 
Chicago T:hune 
Newslay 
Houston Chronicle 
Chicago Sur-Times 
San Fiancixo Chronicle 
Dallas Morning News 
Boston C-iose 
Anzom Republic/?hocnix Gazette 
New York 20s: 
Phi:zdalpc;a :rqui:er 
Newark SmrLedgei 
Atlanta Jacma: & Consritution 
M~nneapoIis-S:. P a d  Star Tribane 
Detroit Free %css 
C:eveiund P!aia-Dzalei 
Sin D!ego iinion-Tribune 
Orange Coozty Xegisier 
Miami Feraid 
PorlIand Oregonian 
Denver Post 
St Tetersburg Times 
St. Louis Port-Dispatch 
Bai!irnore Sun 
Decver Rocky Moi;c:e!n News 
San Jose Mercury News 
Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 
Sacramento Bee 
Boston Herald 
Kansas City Star 
Bilfia!~ News 
New Orleans Times-Plcayune 
Crisndo Sen!inel 
Deiroi? News 
Columbus Dispatch 
Plrcsburgh Post-Gazette, Snn-Telegraph 
Fon Lauderd.de Sun-Sentinel 
Charlorte Observer 
Invesroi's Busmesa Dzi!y 
Fon Wonh Star Tdsgrrrn 
Louisvilk Carnie;-:ou=a! 
Tampa Tribune 
Seattle Times 
Ornahe World-Hewd 
Indianapolis Star 
San An!onio Express-News 
H a c h i d  Courant 
Rc tmond Times-Dispatch 
Gkhhooma City Oklthoman 
Los Angeles Daily News 
St. Tau! Pioneer Press 
Seattlc Post-ln;e!ligencer 
Cmcinnuti Enquirer 
Aumn-American Statesman 
Rcchestm DemocraS & Chranlclz, limes-Union 
Pniladciphia Dally News 
Memphis Commercial Agpzdl 
Floada Times-Unron 
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 
P~ovidcnce Jou:na!-Bulletn 
Ces Moines Register 
Rivenide Press-Enternrise 
Tulas World 
P n h  Seach Post (conmg soo$ 
Dayton Daily News 
L a  V c g s  Re%;ew-~wmai 
Aabuy Park Press 
Raleigh News & Observcr 
Fresno Bee 
Birmingham News 
Syrncase Post-StandardlHerald-lo.mai 
Nsshville Tenilessean 
Record 
Toledo Blade 
Akroc Beacon Journal 
Grznc Rapids Press 
Chicago Daily Herald (Arlingtm Herghts) 
Salt Lake City Tribuce 
Al1ea:owl Morning Call 
Wilmington News lcurne! (corning 5 3 0 4  
Tacoma News Tribune 
Cdcmbia Stat- 
Sao Franc:sco Examiner 
Spokene Spokesman-Rewew 
Knoxvilk News-Sentlnci 
A!buci.erqne Jotirnzl 
t ex i rg tm Herald-Leader 
Worcester Te:eg;am & Gazette 
Cnarlestan Port & Courier (coming soon) 
Madiran State :oornal, C a p h i  T:nxs 
Jackso? Ciafio~-'Lzdger 
Long Beach Press-Telegram 
Konolulu Adventssr (iarn;ng soon) 
Roanoke Times & World News 
Washingtor: Times 
Dow Jones Interactive has more of the 
top $00 newspapers than any other online service. 
in fact, Dow jones Interactive5" is the only online service that offers: 
96 of the top loo US. newspapers-78 in fuil text 
50 of ti?e top 50 U S .  newspapers-44 in filll text 
92% of the Fortune iooo's hometown newspapers 
Searching across the full archive at one time 
Pitis, you can access all of this rich content from an incredibly flexible interface that's sirnpie enough 
for everyday business research, yet powerful enough for even the most sophisticated searching. 
Put Dow Jones lnteractive to work for your company. Take a free tour or register ordine at 
http://djinteractive.com ar call 1-800-369-7466 ext.4143 for more information. 
? ! ?  
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Newlen, R. Robert, Writing Resumes that Work. 
New York, NY: Neal Sthuman Publishers., 1998. 
144 p. ISBN: 1.55570-263.5. 
I am someone who has always beiieved 
that the grass is greener on the other side 
of the circulation desk. Therefore Robert 
Newlen's Writing Resumes that Work is a 
welcome addition to my library. 
Newlen's book is a step-by-step "How 
To" manual specifically written for librari- 
ans. All of the examples are tailored to Ii- 
brarian positions and show a practical. 
working knowledge of the field. It allows 
the reader to customize a resume for all of 
the varieties of library jobs and positions 
including school, special, and public librar- 
ies and from entry level through director. 
The book is well-indexed by subject, posi- 
tion title, work history, and job objectives 
with two appendixes: one for action verbs 
to give your resume more punch and an 
ever helpful "What Not to Include on Your 
Resume." Cover letters and interview tech- 
niques are briefly addressed. The informa- 
tion in the book is clear and specific. 
The focus is on a series of steps that aI- 
lows you to customize each resume once you 
have completed an extensive personal in- 
ventory of skills and accomplishments. 
While this part can require a bit of time and 
digging, once this inventory has been com- 
pleted, it will serve as your basic resource for 
all subsequent resumes. The author empha- 
sizes the importance of looking at ALL of 
your past experiences, professional and non- 
professional and analyzing how they can 
contribute to the position you want. This 
step is equally important to both the new 
M.L.S. graduate and the veteran looking to 
advance. The next steps involve ways to tai- 
lor your inventory for each position for 
which you apply. While the first part focuses 
on you and your abilities, this second part 
requires that you see the job from the em- 
ployer's perspective. Examples cf different 
types of resume formats (chronological, 
functional, or a combination) are presented 
with the pros and cons of each discussed. 
As a result of reading this book, there was 
one dehite step that I took to improve my re- 
sume writing. In the past, I've had several 
versions of my resume on the computer, one 
for each type of library position that 1 may be 
applying for. It was difficult to keep them 
straight. Things wodd be dropped from one 
resume and then forgotten. i created a s m d  
database where I listed all of the various cate- 
gories tnat a resume nee& to draw on jac- 
complishments, memberships, professional, 
non-professional and volunteer experiences, 
education and training, hobbies, etc.) so that 
I au ld  simply copy and paste them into a re- 
sume template as needed. I just hope that I 
won't need it for qiiite a while. R 
by Chris Tighe, libran'an, Susman, 
Scheme< Rimrnel& Shlfnn, L.L.C. 
TLy our magic... * 
see how fast we can make articles appear 
Say you receive a request for an article on survival rates for four - 
forms of cancer in the USA and it's in the July issue of American '. 
Journal of Public Health. Chances are it's on our shelves and we 
can have a copy of it delivered to you immediately. 
The magic is in our on-site coliection of medical serials - over 17,000 tities 
and 350,000 items spanning more than 700 years - and in the frienaiy, personal 
response to all requests. 
Our goal is simple: to help you respocd to your patrons - quickly and efficiently in 2 
variety of formats. And y o u  first jcurnal article is h! Try our magic. 
The Medical Library 
Center of New York 
Phone: (212) 427-1630 Fax: (212) 876-6697 
ernail: rnlcny5@metgate.rnetro.org or 
mlcny7@rnetgate.metr~.org 
DOCLINE code: M L C  OCLC code: VVZ 
Special Informc3:ioii.. Special Deiilvery.. . Since 1959 
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Teaching users and staff how to find infor- 
mation has aiways been a pa: of librarians 
and i~fcrmation seeice professionals job de- 
saiptions. Traditiondly, our teaching has con- 
sisted of showiig users how to find informa- 
ticn took efficiently acd cost effectively, dem- 
cnstizting spzdfc tools such as INSPEC, 
EDGAR, c: texis-Nexis, and insFxting 
groups botv to lrse a specidc internal tool or 
dazibase. As we deliver more and more infor- 
maation dzeaiy to users desktops, our teach- 
ing op~ort~nkies  will chau.ge. Soon it will be 
rare fa- librarians tg Yatch" a user and steer 
them toward a. bet%r tooi or ask tb.em if they 
need a quick tutoria!. just 2s we're changing 
h i 7  we ddiver infornation, we also need to 
chzzge bow we ddhier training. 
Enseigner aux ut"isateurs et au personnel ia 
maiche a suivre pour fzouver les renseignements a 
toujozrs kt6 kcorpore d m  ia description du poste de 
prestataire de services d'informasion. Notre enseise- 
ment a traditionne2ement musistt? a : montrer aux 
utilisattxrs coment  2s peuven: trouver les out% 
d'infcrmation d'une raniere eEciente et operate, 
demontrer l'utfiisatior, d'oi~tils sp6cifiques tels que 
INSPEC, EDGAR o..~ Lexis-Wexis, et apprendre a des 
groupes a se servii d'ur, outil interne ou d'une base 
de dcnntes specifique. Au fur et B mesure que nous 
fourziions diiectemex de plus en plus d'informations 
aux ordinateurs de buzeau de nos utilisateurs, nos 
chances d'enseigner changeront. II sera bienMt r z e  
de voir Ies bbiliothkaires K attraper . an utihareur et 
le dGger vers un meilieur outil ou lui demander s'il a 
besom d'une ie~or! rapide. Tout comme nnos 
changecns notre mariere de fo~umir les informations, 
nous dwons changer notre mCthode &instruction. 
The Experience LC Presgnwe: A Personal Le programme (( ExpLriencs , : 
Wamtive xki% pwsonnel 
by Marie Uerrefleilm par Marie Duerlein 
The tern specid l:;orariar; took on new di- 
mension for a d%~ in June 1998 which i spent 
at the Libmy af Congress (LC) in Washing- 
toc, DC, 51 t k  Cffice of tke Chief of S M .  i 
discovered 2 special one-day program called 
Experience LC . ?%is prodsed a day on the 
job experience in ~y choice of several fmc- 
CLiOml zreas; the m i n  reading room, We area 
collections, technicz! services, or t3e Office of 
the Chief of Staff. Zle oniy requirement h- 
voived EIling out a we5 form stating why that 
particular section of the l k a r y  was of special 
interest. This article is a narrative of tkat day, 
and an ixvitatim to other librarians to partici- 
pate irL firmre ycars programs. 
by Brenda Oakley and Elaine Wells 
Like otiier s m d  academic health science li- 
braries, Cle HarokJ Kohn Vision Science Library 
needs to accoqSish z Ict wiith a little. We 
found that the same ype of s o h a r e  employed 
by most s m d  businesses for bnmcial control 
could easly and successfuliy be adapted for 
our use. Faced w h  the tasks of acquisitions, 
account mintenace, x d  fiscal report genera- 
tion, md the overwLZng need to serve our pa- 
trons quicidy and efficiently, iijrary staff took a 
hard look athow our rnyrizd tasks were beirg 
acco;nplished, as weii as the staff time and re- 
sources that .went into each process. The result 
was an idea for the ccnsolidztion of two impor- 
farit library ?mctiticfis, book ordering and fman- 
cid corItro1, &it vmdd save the library time, 
aoney, and peo$e power. 
L'appellation a bibli3thecaize specialis6 r a ac- 
p i s  zne nouvelle dimension un jour de juin 1998 
dans Ie Bureau dc chef c ' ~  personnel de la Biblio- 
thkqne dc C0ngrt.s (L.C.), situtte a Washington. ]'a: 
dkcouvert un programxe special d'me journee indt- 
ule (( Experience L.C. r. CeIa promettait &&re a une 
jcnrnke Ce formation sur le :as )) o& j'aurais le choix 
de plusieurs secterirs C'xtivitC : La s d e  principale de 
iecture, ies collections, k s  services techniques ou 
bien Ie Bureau dn chef du ersonnel. La seule condi- 
tior. requise Ctait de remplir c n  formulaire web indi- 
quant Iz rdson pour laquelle cette section partica- 
liere de la bibliotheque n'intCressait. Dans cet aid- 
de, ?auteur relate cette jo:~rnCe et invite d'arihes 
bibIicthCcaires a paziciper a de futurs programnes 
dam les ancCes venir. 
%implifisatian des wcitaats d rapl~grts : 
par Brenda Oakley et Ekine Wells 
Comme d'autres petites bibliotheques universi- 
+&?es spkcialisees dans les disciplines de sante, la 
bibliothkque d'optomttrie Harold~ohn doit accomp- 
Iir beaucouo de Mches wec peu de ressources. Nous 
avons d&nert qne L m&e genre de logicie! util- 
is6 par la plupart des petites entreprises pour le con- 
hBle Snancier pounait &e adapd a nos besoins 
sacs diffiaIti et avec su&s. CorAonte par Ies t2ch- 
es d'acquisition, la teme des comptes, les rapports 
sur i'annke budg&aire et la nCcessitC absolue de 
serrri:: nos clients d ' u ~ e  fa~on rapde et eRciente, le 
personnel de la bibliotheque a considkre tres meti- 
cnle-usemenr la mari2re dont nails accomplissions 
nos nombreuses t2ches aizsi que !e temps consacrk 
par notre personnel et Ies nssources utilisees POLK 
chaque F:OC~SSUS. Ceite mdyse a conduit a l'idCe &e 
consolider deux fonctiocs importantes de la biblio- 
theq~e ,  la commande de Iivres et le contr61e finan- 
cier. ce qxi se traduirait par une kconomie de temps, 
d'argent et d'tnergie pour la 5ibliothttgue. 
Ensefiar a bs usuarios y ai persond a eacontrar 
informacion siempre ha sido pa-te de la description 
del trabajo de Ios bibliotecarios y 10s profesionales 
de la informacibn. De acuerdo con ia tradition, una 
manera de ensefiar ha sido demostrar a 10s usuarios 
como encontrar 10s instmmentos de infomacibn de 
una manera eficiente y efectiva en t k ~ h o s  de cos- 
to, demostrando instrumentos especificos como IN- 
SPEC, EDGAR, o Lexis-Nexis, e intruyendo a 10s 
p p o s  en el us3 especifico de uc instrumento inter- 
no o base de Catos. A': imparLir mks y mas infor- 
naci6n dinctamen:e a 10s escritorios de ios nsmri- 
os, nnestrzs opcr~inidades para la instruccion cam- 
3aran. Dentro de poco s e d  raro para un bibliote- 
cario "cojer" a un usuario y guiarlo hacia un instru- 
mento mejor o pregwtarle s siecesira un tutord 
:&pido. 1gxa:l que estamos cambianda como se im- 
parte Iz informacion, necesimmos cambia como im- 
partimos la insiruccicr,. 
El tkrmino ":Jibliotecario especial" tom6 una 
nueva dimensibn por nn dia en junio de 1998 que 
yo pase er: la Biblioteca de! Congreso (Library of 
Congress o LC) en 'Nashington, D.C. en la 0ficir:a del 
jefe de Personal. Desc;;:Jri un prograrr,a especial por 
un dia llamado "Expe:ience LC". Esrc prcmetio ser 
una experiencia de un " dia de trabajc" con mi elec- 
cibn de varias kezs fnncionales: la habitacibn prin- 
cipal para leer, ias colecciones de la fcea, senricios 
ticnicos, o la Oficina Cel iefe de Personal. El unico 
requisito suponia rezenar un formuiario ez el "web" 
declarando por quC esa seccibn partic'ilar de la bib- 
lioteca era Ce ir:terCs especial. Este x t i ~ ~ l o  es un 
nmativo de ese dia, y una i~.vtacibn paia otros bib- 
liotecarios a participar een 10s programas de Ios afios 
venideros. 
Compror e inf~rmar de manem sencilla: 
agna soluei6pn lists para gntilisar 
por Brenda Oaleley e Elaine Wells 
Igual que otras bibliotecas academicas de la 
ciencia de la salud, ia Biblioteca Harold Koiln Wsion 
Science necesita cumpli: mucho con poco. Descnbri- 
n o s  que ei mime tipo de pgrogrmatka ("software") 
empleada por la mayoria de pequefios negocios para 
el control f i s d ,  podria facilmente y exitasamente 
ser adaptada p z a  nuestro uso. Enfientado con las 
meas de adquisici6n, adrninistracion de cuentas, 
eeneracibn de informes fiscales, y la necesidad ex- 
kIimitada de sew? a nuestros dientes rapidamente 
v eficientemente, el oersonai de 12 bib3oteca obsenri, 
kdadosamente B kanera en qne se cumplian la 
abundancia de tzreas, tanto como el Ziempo y 10s re- 
cursos de personal que se utiliiaron en cada proce- 
so. EL resultadc fue u a  idea para consolidar dos 
funciones importantes de Iz biblioteca, el ordenar li- 
bros y el control fmmciero, Io cuaI akorraiia dempo 
en la biblioteca, dinero, y !a energia en las personas. 
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We're Financial lnformation Services (FIS), wbiisher of Voody's Dusiness 
and financial information. Now you can look to US for a worid of infomatior! 
so!utions with comprehensive public company informatlo:: on CD-ROM, 
oniine and in print. Covering more than 7 0,000 U.S. corporations, 
10,S00+ non-US, covpanies, and 15,300 municipai entities, F!S aiso 
provicies real-time SEC (EDGARe) fiiings in an easy-access formar. 
21 2-413-7601 F a :  21 2-413-7777 
E-ma:!: fis@fisoniine.com 
http://www.fisonline.com 
1-800-342-5647 ext. 7601 
Financial lnformation Services 
Publisher of Moody's Business and Financial information 
FIS is a division of Financia! Communications Company, lnc., (FCC). FCC is z broadly based global provide: of ciecision-oriented. 
value-added content and anaytic services for both individaal and institutionai investors ir: fixed inccme, equity an0 futures markets 
Clas 
JOB TITLE: LIBRARLAN 
JOB LOCATION: Danville, Ill- 
nois School Name: Lakeview 
CoIIege of Nursing. The 
Lakeville College of Nursing, a 
single-purpose, private, not-for- 
institution located in East Cen- 
tral Illinois, offers an excellent 
opportunity for a motivated 
professional to join our team as 
the Librarian. This position is 
responsible for managing infor- 
mation resources found in the 
library and available on-line 
services. The College is accred- 
ited by the North Central Asso- 
ciation and the National 
League, offering Bachelors of 
Science Degrees in Nursing. The 
qualified candidate must have a qualified candidates should 
Masters degree in Library Sci- submit resumes to: c/o Humar? 
ence from an ALA accredited Resources Provena United Sa- 
school, advanced computer in- maritans Medicai Center 812 n'. Wide Sources. Fast* Ef- 
formation management skills Logan Avenue Danville, TL ficient~ Inexpensive. %en@- 
and excellent interpersonal com- 6 1832 (2 1 7) 443-5235; (21 7) two years experience. Let us 
solve yonr research problems. munication skis .  Interested and 443-5268 (fax}. 
Check out the Specialine, S M s  Online Jab 
Search at www.sfa.erg, under Education 
and Career Opportunities. The password 
to access this service is "joblineZm 
CAROLIB. Phone (919) 929- 
4876. Fax (919) 933-1253. E- 
mail carolib@iatrex.net. 
LOOKING FOR A CATALOG- 
ING PARTNER? The OCLC Tech- 
Pro service offers customized cat- 
d o g i ~ g  and physid processhg 
of materials in all bibliographic 
formats and in many languages 
at prices that can reduce overs  
cataloging costs. For dew&, dl 
1-800-848-5878, e x  0386 or e- 
mail marcia~stout@oclc.org. 
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THE M O S T  COMPLETE 
BUSINESS RESEARCH I N  THE 
WHOLE W I D E  
Get ready to instantly access the world's most complete research on comp ' 
industries, products, and global markets - right from your desktop. 
Research Bank WebTM from The lnvestext Group is the fastest, 
simplest way to obtain research from over 700 top investment banks, 
market research firms, and trade associations worldwide. 
THE NUMBER ONE SOURCE FOR 
""ALL-STAR" GLOBAL RESEARCH. 
Mo:e :ban 8c% of this research can't be fouad 
anywhere else. in fact, only The lnvestext Group 
. - 
provides the commercial market with broker 
:es@arch from l o  of the top 12 investment banks 
a s  ranked by Inslituti'onai Investor. What's more, we're 
the only source for analysis from many leading market 
research Rrms and trade associations. 
And now it's even easier to get just what you need: our new 
free text search capability makes it a breeze to oinooint soecific 
. < ~ - B - - -  - 
information from our comprehensive data collections. And with our 
new buy-by-the-page option, you only pay for the research you need. 
To get started on Research Bank Web, visit www.investext.com today. Whiie you're 
there, take our free online demonstration to learn more about Research Bank Web's 
exciting new featu-es. 
O 1938 i k  ;.vest& Group. Research Bank Web is a trzdernaik used herein weer ikensa 
Like all our information, 
we like to get straight to the point. 
econo 
You'd love to  roll out more information to  your end users- 
but what will it cost? Less than you might think. Many of our 
customers have already discovered the value in switching to  a 
flat-fee price package. They have found that they can increase 
their information usage without exceeding their predeter- 
mined budgets. 
As an information manager, pricing predictability is critical to  
you. With a flat-fee plan, you can eliminate the guesswork. 
The Dialog Corporation will partner with you to  develop a 
plan t o  suit the specific needs of your organization. 
You'll save your company money while you tap into the 
world's most comprehensive content collection. And to  maxi- 
mize your savings, consolidate your multiple vendor plans into 
one economical contract with Dialog. 
Call us today for help in determining the optimal flat-fee plan 
for your organization. 
We're confident you'll find us t o  be the best deal, bar none! 
sgp 4f3d 
THE DIALOG  CORPORATION^ 
K E E P I N G  T H E  W O R L D  B E T T E !  I k ' O R M E D  
United States 
1 -800-3-DIALOGII-650-254-8800 
Dialog OnDisce: 1-800-326-9103 
01998, The Dialog Corporation. AII rights reserved. Diaiog and The Diaicg Co:Doiaiiofi logo are 
trademarks of The Dialog Co:paration and its subsidiaries. 
